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EDITOR’S NOTE

Still more than a year short of 50, the young nation of the UAE has made history 

— it has not only become the first in the Arab World to launch a probe in space, but 

has also embarked on a mission of astounding ambition. The UAE’s Hope Probe, 

launched from the Tanegashima Space Centre in Japan on the red-letter day of 

20.07.20, is the country’s ambassador to Mars. 

Following a 200-day journey through the vastness of space, Hope is scheduled 

to enter the red planet’s orbit in early 2021 and start gathering data on the Martian 

climate. This will add an incredible achievement to the country’s Golden Jubilee 

celebrations next year.

If the vision of the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the UAE’s founding 

father, could give rise to a hyper-modern country within a few decades, then 

nothing is impossible for the first Emirati settlement on the red deserts of Mars. 

Even more importantly, the knowledge from the space mission would catapult the 

UAE to the top ranks of scientifically advanced countries, benefiting its economy 

and society. Our cover story this month is a tribute to the success of the Hope Probe 

launch and the optimism it has infused into the nation’s psyche.

Such optimism emanates because of the country’s dynamic leadership, which 

creates opportunities even amidst a global pandemic. The focus on science and 

technology in the UAE has resulted in many innovative ways to fight the coronavirus 

disease 2019 (COVID-19). Our special feature outlines all of these innovations, 

which include a disease-detecting dog squad, sterilising robots, and a global 

e-hospital.

Aside from these, the most important development in the UAE right now is the 

preparation to reopen the physical classrooms after several months of online school 

lessons. The 999 back-to-school report has everything you need to know about 

safety norms for students, guardians, and all school staff. Alongside, our feature on 

COVID-19 myths separates the grain from the chaff when it comes to all the 

information out there.

Another aspect of learning from the global pandemic is that it’s vital for every 

country to promote and support its homegrown food production, because the 

closer the source, the better the food security. Our feature takes you through the 

UAE’s plans and initiatives in this regard.

COVID-19 has dealt a body blow to the retail sector globally, one of the UAE’s 

most important business sectors, and there’s a need for a new direction here, too. 

As consumer behaviour and spending patterns change due to this public health 

crisis, 999 presents industry leaders’ view on how retailers should reset their 

strategy and review their action plans.

Now, more than ever, a person in any profession must know how to sell a 

product, a service, or an idea. Not that easy for those who are introverts. This issue 

has the perfect guide to success for shy professionals, with tips from the CEO of a 

leading publishing and corporate communications agency in the UAE.

As life returns to normal, or rather to the ‘new normal’, criminals in all countries 

would no doubt be thinking about getting active again. However, that would get 

them into deep trouble. As you’ll see from our article on major drug busts achieved 

even during this pandemic, UAE law enforcement has eyes everywhere all the time. 

That’s how this country keeps you safe, and we at 999 are committed to bringing 

you that message every month.
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UPON the approval from President His Highness 
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, UAE’s new 
Cabinet ministers took their oaths before His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice 
President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 
Dubai.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, was 
present during the remote ceremony.

On this occasion, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid said that the UAE government is now 
entering a new phase of prepraring for the next 50 
years of the nation.

“With the support of my brother His Highness 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed, the UAE government 
has been swift in responding to the new global 
changes. We are amongst the top countries in the 
world in terms of proactively responding to 
surrounding challenges, taking proper decisions and 

HIS Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, Vice President and 
Prime Minister of the UAE and 
Ruler of Dubai, met with His 
Highness Sheikh Mohamed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 
Prince of Abu Dhabi and 
Deputy Supreme Commander 
of the UAE Armed Forces to 
tackle a number of issues related to the country’s 
comprehensive development journey that aims at 
enhancing the UAE’s global stature under the 
wise leadership of President His Highness 
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan.

The meeting also saw the discussion of the 
efforts exerted by the UAE in the fight against the 
coronavirus pandemic, as well as ways to limit its 
impact in various facets of society.

NEWSNEWS

President orders creation of new office to recognise efforts of frontline workers
PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan has issued Federal Decree 
No. 95 of 2020 establishing the Frontline 
Heroes Office that aims at recognising and 
supporting the UAE’s frontline workers for their 
significant contribution to society.

The Frontline Heroes Office will be chaired by 
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and 

UAE Cabinet ministers sworn in by Mohammed bin Rashid

Vice Presidents meets with Abu Dhabi Crown Prince

resetting our priorities,” His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid said.

The new ministries include the Ministry of Industry 
and Advanced Technology, which will develop the 
country’s industrial sector. Three ministers will also be 
appointed under the Ministry of Economy, as well as a 
Minister of State for Digital Economy, Artificial 
Intelligence and Remote Work Applications while a 
UAE Government Media Office will be established.

The new structure of the government includes the 
merger of the Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of 
Infrastructure to become the Ministry of Energy and 
Infrastructure; the merger of the National Media 
Council and the Federal Youth Authority to the Ministry 
of Culture; the merger of the General Pension and 
Social Security Authority and the Ministry of 
Community Development; the merger of the National 
Qualifications Authority and the Ministry of Education; 
and the merger of the Insurance Authority and the 
Securities and Commodities Authority.

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
and His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
both hailed the efforts of the frontline medical 
teams and their dedication to safeguard the 
health and wellbeing of all citizens, residents 
and visitors.

His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Ruler’s Representative in Al Dhafra 
Region, was present during the meeting.

Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces.

Under the decree, it will have its own identity 
as well as financial and administrative 
independence. While the Office will be 
headquartered in Abu Dhabi, its Chairman may 
establish branches across any of the emirates.

The Frontline Heroes Office targets to raise 
awareness on the key role played by the 

frontline workers during crises and emergencies 
by recognising their efforts and acknowledging 
their sacrifices, while also looking after their 
needs and addressing their priorities.

Part of the Office’s mandate is to outline 
criteria in identifying the roles that define 
frontline workers. It is also tasked to prepare and 
implement strategies and initiatives to support 
them, in collaboration with relevant authorities.

UAE leaders take pride in successful launch of Hope Probe

institutions and was designed and manufactured 
with the effective participation of a young national 
elite of bright minds – highly qualified and trained 
and sincere young Emiratis.”

“Hope Probe represents another high-quality, 
high-value addition to the UAE’s outstanding 
achievements that will enter history as a source of 
pride for the UAE and its people,” His Highness 
added.

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime 

Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, expressed 
his pride for the entire nation. His Highness 
highlighted that this signals that the UAE is one step 
closer to reaching yet another milestone in space 
science. “Today, we announce the successful 
launch of Hope Probe after control orders were 
sent to it from the operations centre in Al 
Khawaneej. We also announce that space 
navigation and control systems are working fine, 
solar panels were launched. The probe’s propulsion 
system is also working successfully. We have 
started the journey of 493 million km towards the 
Red Planet.”

For his part, His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces, lauded the Emirati society—
especially the youth—on this historic occasion. 
“We watched the successful launch of the Hope 
Probe to Mars with pride and joy, as we embark 
on a new chapter in space, led by our exceptional 
youth. Congratulations to the UAE for this historic 
achievement.”

PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan lauded the historic launch of the ‘Hope 
Probe’, the first Arab interplanetary mission to 
Mars, which was borne out of the UAE’s mission to 
achieve the dream of the late Sheikh Zayed bin 
Sultan Al Nahyan, the UAE’s founding father, to 
achieve excellence in the field of space science.

His Highness Sheikh Khalifa said, “We followed 
with great pleasure and pride today the news of 
the successful launch of Hope Probe, whose idea 
was developed within our national and research 

Khalifa issues Federal Decree restructuring Central Bank of the UAE
PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan has issued a Federal 
Decree restructuring the Board of Directors of 
the Central Bank of the UAE (CBUAE) under 
the chairmanship of HH Sheikh Mansour bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Presidential Affairs.

Pursuant to the Decree, the Board of 
Directors of the CBUAE shall be reconstituted 
by the following members: Abdulrahman 
Saleh Al Saleh as Vice Chairman; 
Abdulhamid Mohammed Saeed as Governor; 
Younis Haji Al Khoori; Khalid Mohammed 

Salem Balama; Khalid 
Ahmad Humaid Al Tayer; 
and Dr. Ali Mohammed 
Bakheet Al Rumaithi.

Established under the 
Federal Law No. 10 of 
1980 as a public institution, 
the CBUAE promotes 
financial and monetary 
stability, efficiency and 
resilience in the financial 
system, and the protection of consumers 
through effective supervision that supports 

economic growth for the benefit of the UAE 
and its people.
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The new
UAE Cabinet
1. HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Minister of Defense
2. HH Lt General Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister 

and Minister of the Interior
3. HH Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Presidential Affairs
4. HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Cabinet Member and 

Minister of Finance
5. HH Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Cabinet Member and 

Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
6. HH Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Cabinet Member and 

Minister of Tolerance and Coexistence
7. HE Mohammad bin Abdullah Al Gergawi, Cabinet Member and Minister 

of Cabinet Affairs and the Future
8. HE Ahmed Juma Al Zaabi, Minister of Federal Supreme Council Affairs
9. HE Abdul Rahman bin Mohammad bin Nasser Al Owais, Cabinet 

Member, Minister of Health and Prevention and Minister of State for 
Federal National Council Affairs

10. HE Dr Anwar bin Mohammad Gargash, Cabinet Member and Minister of 
State for Foreign Affairs

11. HE Obaid Humaid Al Tayer, Cabinet Member and Minister of State for 
Financial Affairs

12. HE Reem bint Ibrahim Al Hashemy, Cabinet Member and Minister of 
State for International Cooperation

13. HE Suhail bin Mohammed Al Mazrouei, Cabinet Member and Minister 
of Energy and Infrastructure

14. HE Dr Abdullah Belhaif Al Nuaimi, Cabinet Member and Minister of 
Climate Change and the Environment

15. HE Dr Sultan bin Ahmed Al Jaber, Cabinet Member and Minister of 
Industry and Advanced Technology

16. HE Sultan bin Saeed Al Badi, Cabinet Member and Minister of Justice
17. HE Hussain bin Ibrahim Al Hammadi, Cabinet Member and Minister of 

Education
18. HE Mohammed bin Ahmed Al Bowardi, Cabinet Member and Minister 

of State for Defence Affairs
19. HE Noura bint Mohammed Al Kaabi, Cabinet Member and Minister of 

Culture and Youth
20. HE Jameela bint Salem Al Muheiri, Cabinet Member and Minister of 

State for Public Education
21. HE Nasser bin Thani Al Hamli, Cabinet Member and Minister of Human 

Resources and Emiratisation
22. HE Hessa bint Essa Buhumaid, Cabinet Member and Minister of 

Community Development
23. HE Abdullah bin Touq Al Marri, Cabinet Member and Minister of 

Economy
24. HE Dr Maitha bint Salem Al Shamsi, Minister of State
25. HE Dr Ahmad Belhoul Al Falasi, Minister of State for Entrepreneurship 

and SMEs
26. HE Dr Thani bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi, Minister of State for Foreign Trade
27. HE Ohood bint Khalfan Al Roumi, Minister of State for Government 

Development and The Future
28. HE Shamma bint Suhail Al Mazrouei, Minister of State for Youth Affairs
29. HE Zaki Nusseibeh, Minister of State
30. HE Mariam bint Mohammed Almheiri, Minister of State for Food and 

Water Security
31. HE Sarah bint Yousif Al Amiri, Minister of State for Advanced 

Technology
32. HE Omar bin Sultan Al Olama, Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence, 

Digital Economy, and Teleworking Applications
33. HE Ahmed Ali Al Sayegh, Minister of State CEOs of UAE Government

CEOs of UAE Government
1. Mohammed Sultan Al Obaidli, Head of Legal Affairs
2. Mohammed Hamad Al-Kuwaiti, Head of Cyber Security
3. Saeed Al-Attar, Head of Government Media Office
4. Hoda Al Hashemi, Head of Government Strategy and Innovation
5. Hamad Al-Mansoori, Head of the Digital Government
6. Mohammed bin Taleya, Head of Government Services

W
AM

From left: HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and 
Ruler of Dubai, with HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, and HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Ruler’s 
Representative in Al Dhafra Region
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Mohamed bin Zayed appoints Board of ‘Frontline Heroes Office’

Mohamed bin Zayed condoles Sharjah Ruler on death of Sheikh Ahmed bin Sultan Al Qasimi

Abu Dhabi Crown Prince spearheads Investment Authority’s board meeting

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu 
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander 
of the UAE Armed Forces, expressed his 
heartfelt condolences to His Highness Dr 
Sheikh Sultan bin Mohammed Al Qasimi, 

Interior Minister reviews specialised police forces course

Saif bin Zayed inaugurates ‘Fazaa Centre for Business Incubators and Accelerators’

HIS Highness Lt 
General Sheikh 
Saif bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Deputy 
Prime Minister and 
Minister of Interior, 
reviewed the 
armed response 
courses carried out 
by the Ministry of 
Interior’s Federal 
Special Police 71 
at the Presidential 
Guards’ Wadi Al 

Shabak Camp.
The Interior Minister listened to a 

briefing on the drill activities aimed at 
training and facilitating the exchange of 
information, as well as holding of joint 
training on control and command 
procedures amongst police forces, in 
order to confront any potential risks or 
security challenges.

His Highness Sheikh Saif bin Zayed 
shared the video of the adrenaline-
fuelled video of the UAE’s elite police 
forces in action, showing their skills in 
dealing with combat situations.

HIS Highness Lt General Sheikh Saif bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Interior, who is also the 
Chairman of the Social Solidarity Fund 
at the Ministry, has unveiled the UAE 
Government’s pioneering project—the 
Fazaa Centre for Business Incubators 
and Accelerators—that provides 
logistical support, training, qualification, 
studies and consultancies for Emirati 
entrepreneurs.

The inauguration came on the 
sidelines of His Highness’ unveiling of 
Fazaa Stores in Al Ain.

The Fazaa Centre for Business 
Incubators and Accelerators encourages 
to engage the Emirati youth in the field 
of business. It targets to enable them to 

Frontline Heroes Office, has appointed the 
Board of the newly established Office, 
under the chairmanship of His Highness 
Sheikh Sultan bin Tahnoon Al Nahyan.

The ‘Frontline Heroes Office’ will provide 
sustainable solutions to recognise the 
significant contribution of frontline workers 
across the UAE during crises and 
emergencies.

The Board of the Frontline Heroes Office 
includes the following members: HE Dr 
Abdul Rahman bin Mohammad Al Owais, 
Minister of Health and Prevention and 
Minister of State for Federal National 
Council Affairs; Ohoud bint Khalfan Al 

Supreme Council Member and Ruler of 
Sharjah, on the death of Sheikh Ahmed 
bin Sultan Al Qasimi.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 
Zayed prayed to Allah the Almighty to rest 
the soul of the late sheikh in Paradise and 

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the 
UAE Armed Forces, presided over the 
meeting of the Board of Directors of Abu 
Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA).

The meeting reviewed key investment 
projects and achievements made by 
ADIA, as well as plans and programmes 
soon to be implemented by the authority to 
entrench its leading position globally.

The meeting was attended by HH 
Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Presidential Affairs; HH Sheikh Hamed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Managing Director of 
ADIA; HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Khalifa 
Al Nahyan, Member of Abu Dhabi 
Executive Council; Mohammed Habroush 

Roumi, Minister of State for Government 
Development and the Future; HE Dr Sultan 
bin Ahmad Sultan Al Jaber, Minister of 
Industry and Advanced Technology; 
Mohamed Al Junaibi, Chief of Presidential 
Protocol at the Ministry of Presidential 
Affairs; Sheikh Abdulla Al Hamed, 
Chairman of Department of Health – Abu 
Dhabi; Obaid Al Shamsi, Director-General 
of the National Emergency Crisis and 
Disaster Management Authority; Saif 
Ghobash, Director-General of the Abu 
Dhabi Executive Office; and Ali Hamad Al 
Mutawa Al Dhaheri, Representative of the 
Crown Prince Court.
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Saif bin Zayed supervises remote conference on future of security work
HIS Highness Lt General Sheikh Saif bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Interior, has attended the 
opening of a virtual conference, titled 
‘’Crime and the Future of Security Work’’, 
in line with the preparation for the UAE’s 
50-year development strategy.

The conference was organised by the 
Strategy and the Future Department at the 
Ministry of Interior’s General Directorate 
of Strategy and Performance 
Development.

Global experts who attended the 
remote conference highlighted the 
challenges brought about by the fast 

W
AM

W
AM

W
AM

paced and successive 
developments in 
various fields—in 
addition to 
unanticipated crises, 
such as the 
coronavirus 
pandemic, and their 
impact on security in 
the future.

The conference 
was also attended by 
police officials as 
well as strategic 
partners.

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi, 
Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces, and Chairman of the 

to grant patience and solace to his family.
The Court of HH Sheikh Sultan bin 

Mohammed Al Qasimi mourned the 
death of Sheikh Ahmed bin Sultan Al 
Qasimi, Deputy Ruler of Sharjah, in the 
United Kingdom.

Al Suwaidi; Khalil Mohammed Sharif 
Foulathi; Mohammed Mubarak Al 
Mazrouei, Under-Secretary of the Abu 

Dhabi Crown Prince’s Court; and 
Musabah Khamis Al Mazrouei, the Board 
Rapporteur.

setup their own 
business and benefit 
from the distinguished 
services of the Centre, 
which will help them 
overcome the 
challenges of 
managing, financing 
and marketing their 
entrepreneurial 
business ventures.

The opening was 
attended by Suhail bin 
Nakhira Al-Afari, 
Member of the Federal National 
Council, and Major General Salem Ali 
Mubarak Al Shamsi, Assistant 
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Interior 

for Resources and Support Services and 
Lt Colonel Ahmed Bouharoun Al Shamsi, 
Director General of the Social Solidarity 
Fund at the Ministry of Interior, and 
Managing Director of Fazaa.
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MoI runs safety and security awareness contests

AI council discusses innovation in gov’t services

NEWSNEWS

THE Ministry of Interior, represented by 
the Inspector General Office, organised 
three awareness contests under the 
‘Wellbeing Initiative for Community 
Security and Safety of Society’, 
sponsored by the Social Security Fund 
for the Employees of Ministry of Interior 
(Fazaa) and the multinational technology 
firm Huawei. 

The contests, which included cultural, 
sports and electronic games, aim to 
enhance positive practices and 
behaviours, achieve optimal investment 
of time, and promote the wellbeing of 
the UAE community.

In the cultural contest, a question was 
asked every week about the initiatives 
and efforts of the UAE in enhancing 
people’s quality of life. In response, the 
MoI received posts from the public 
directly on its official social media 
accounts.

In the sports game contest, members 
of the public were asked to post visuals 
of their workout/sports sessions on their 
social media accounts and tag the MoI, 
so they could enter the competition.

In the electronic games contest, the 
public participated in the ‘Pro 

BRIGADIER Hussain Ahmad Al Harthy, 
Chairman of the MoI Smart Services and 
Artificial Intelligence Council, chaired a 
remote meeting, attended by heads of 
departments and representatives of 
Artificial Intelligence and smart services 

departments from various UAE police 
headquarters.

The meeting discussed the 
technological projects being carried out, 
along with other projects in progress, as 
well as tasks completed by employing 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools and 
technologies, in order to ensure continuity 
of operations and customer satisfaction.

The meeting also recommended 
unifying the processes of some services at 
the federal level, in order to improve the 
performance of government departments 
and to create an innovative work 
environment that would guarantee high 
productivity by employing the latest AI 
technologies in security work. 

Meanwhile, the MoI organised a 
specialised training course, provided by 
National Ambulance, as part of its 
continuous medical education. 

Al Mazrouei lauds Frontline Heroes Office

keenness on providing humanitarian aid to 
various countries. 

key role played by the frontline workers 
during crises and emergencies by 
recognising their efforts and 
acknowledging their sacrifices, while also 
looking after their needs and addressing 
their priorities, thanks to the wise 
leadership that considers the service of the 
people a top priority.”

He added that the country’s leaders 
have acted swiftly to ensure the 
implementation of precautionary measures 
and important initiatives to contain the 
outbreak. He added that efforts to control 
the spread of the virus have been 
successful, putting the UAE in a leading 
position globally in crisis management. Al 
Mazrouei also spoke of the UAE’s 

MAJOR General Staff Pilot Faris Khalaf Al 
Mazrouei, Commander-in-Chief of Abu 
Dhabi Police, praised President His 
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan for establishing the Frontline 
Heroes Office. 

The Office is chaired by His Highness 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed 
Forces. 

Al Mazrouei stated, “This high 
confidence of our wise leaders reflects 
their keenness to support the frontliners 
who continue to brave the challenges and 
treats of COVID-19. The establishment of 
the Office aims to raise awareness on the 

Civil defence calls for facility maintenance approval
THE General Directorate of Civil Defence 
in Abu Dhabi has called upon all building 
and facility owners to provide their 
maintenance and installation contracts and 
to have them approved under the civil 
defence programme of preventive and 
safety procedures. 

The directorate also urged the 
concerned parties to report any violations 
and emphasised the need to install the 
‘Hassantuk’ system, in order to monitor the 
operations of alarms and firefighting 
systems in buildings round the clock.

Brigadier Mohammed Mayouf Al Ketbi, 
Director General of Civil Defence in Abu 
Dhabi, said that the specialists in the 
directorate are conducting a 
comprehensive study on approved safety 
and prevention products, including prices, 
specifications, and standards accepted in 
the emirate to ensure their availability in 

the local markets at competitive prices.
Al Ketbi also checked the operations of 

the field inspection teams on a number of 

buildings and facilities, as well as the 
readiness of their civil protection and 
safety systems.

Brigadier Hussain Ahmad Al Harthy

Major General Staff Pilot Faris 
Khalaf Al Mazrouei

The ‘EMS Vehicle Operator Safety 
(EVOS)’ course, which is globally 
accredited by the National Association of 
Emergency Medical Technicians, was 
meant to improve MoI medical staff’s 
performance and excellence in providing 
emergency care, while adhering to the 
highest standards of safety.

The course included online lectures and 
practical training (with preventive 
measures taken due to the pandemic) on 
safe driving; manoeuvring of ambulances; 
adhering to traffic guidelines to enhance 
the safety of emergency crew, patients, 
and other road users during an emergency 
response; legal aspects of EMS vehicle 
operation; mental, emotional, and 
physical preparedness; vehicle inspection 
and maintenance; technological aids and 
simulation training. The course was part of 
pre-launch preparations of an MoI service. 

Brigadier Mohammed Mayouf Al Ketbi during an inspection tour

Firefighter’ 
challenge, an 
awareness 
game designed 
to enhance 
safety and 
prevention, 
through the 
MoI’s website.

Meanwhile, 
the Customer 
Happiness 
Department at 
the MoI held 
several online 
brainstorming 
sessions, 
attended by 
representatives 
of service 
owners from all 
sectors of the MoI and a target group of 
customers.

These sessions come as an 
introduction to the ‘Design Your Service’ 
initiative that the MoI launched in 
February 2020, in order to activate the 
role of customers in improving and 
expanding the Ministry’s services.

The ideas that emerged from it left a 
positive impact on the customers and 
the service owners, who all lauded the 
MoI efforts. This will contribute to 
achieving the strategic objectives of the 
Ministry and supporting the vision of the 
UAE Government in providing 
exceptional services. 

UAQ Police install more speed radars  
THE Umm Al Quwain Police General 
Headquarters has activated new devices to 
monitor vehicle speed on internal and external 
roads around the emirate. It has also urged all 
drivers to adhere to the instructions shown on 
the road signs and the speed limit signs, in 
order to keep everyone safe from traffic 

accidents.
“Some drivers are ignoring traffic rules, 

mainly speed limit on both internal and 
external roads which poses a grave risk to 
road users’ safety. It is mostly young drivers 
who are registered for speeding violations,” 
the police force said.

Road signs showing speed limits are also 
mounted to warn drivers about the speed limit. 

As per the federal traffic law, exceeding the 
maximum speed limit by more than 80kmph 
draws a fine of Dh3,000, along with 23 
black traffic points, 60 day impoundment of 
the vehicle.
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Dhahi Khalfan attends ‘Emirates Award for Young Scientists’ ceremony

directives of the UAE’s wise leadership, to 
harness the country’s educational 
capabilities and resources through the 
Emirates Award for Young Scientists targets 
to attract the brightest students. 

Dhahi Khalfan said, “Today, we are on 
the right path that we designed almost two 
decades ago, when we launched at the 
Emirates Talent Association an initiative 
called ‘Searching for Young Scientists’ to 
discover talented people across the 

country.” This, he added, was followed by 
the national project to measure youth 
capabilities, focusing on those with high 
scores in scientific subjects, and the efforts 
yielded many positive results.

He said that these efforts were reflected 
in the strategy launched by His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, Vice President and Prime 
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, on 
‘Education for the Future’, which included 
a comprehensive vision spanning the next 
five decades. 

The strategy would equip the youth with 
skills and knowledge, opening their minds 
to the experiences of advanced countries 
and creating mechanisms for exploring 
individual talent from the early stages of 
education. 

Under this strategy, schools would have 
an incubator environment for 
entrepreneurship and innovation. This 
transformation of educational institutions 
into international research centres would 
bolster the UAE’s prospects of becoming 
the best in the world by the UAE 
Centennial 2071.

IN the presence of HE Hussain Ibrahim Al 
Hammadi, Minister of Education, Lt 
General Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, Deputy 
Chairman of Police and Public Security in 
Dubai and Chairman of the Emirates 
Talent Association, attended an online 
ceremony to honour the 41 male and 
female students who won the 11th 
Emirates Award for Young Scientists. 

Al Hammadi pointed out that the 
Ministry of Education is keen, under the 

Sultan Al Nuaimi conducts online inspection 

Fujairah Police introduce digital banking for jail inmates

Al Marri adopts new interactive system for data analytics

Bin Amer visits COVID-19 testing site

RAK Police launch campaign for drivers

MAJOR General Sheikh Sultan bin 
Abdullah Al Nuaimi, Commander-in-
Chief of Ajman Police, inspected the 
General Directorate for Drug Control 
Department and the Al Hamidiya 
Comprehensive Police Station through 
an online inspection tour.

He reviewed the operations and 
procedures for dealing with drug 
peddlers and users, as well as the 
efforts made to reduce crime. The 
inspection covered awareness 

campaigns against drugs. 
At the Al Hamidiya 

Comprehensive Police Station, 
he inspected the process of 
receiving reports, relevant 
statistics, indicators and results, 
as well as programmes and 
mechanisms for improvements. 
Al Nuaimi stressed the need 
for continuous development in 
the operations and services 
provided to the public.

THE Fujairah Police General 
Headquarters, represented by the Punitive 
and Correctional Institution in the emirate 
and in cooperation with the National 
Bank of Fujairah, launched the “Remote 
Deposit Money Service” project, within 

LT General Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri, 
Commander-in-Chief of Dubai Police, has 
adopted a new interactive system, the 
first of its kind in the country, to analyse 
data, information, and indicators for 
police departments, with the aim of 
shaping the future of security work. 

The data system would help the police 
force to come up with accurate solutions 
and appropriate decisions. 

Al Marri explained that Dubai Police 
focus on sustainable strategic projects 
and work for the community and for 
visitors through the principles of Dubai 
Police, namely: happiness of society; a 
safe city; and innovation in institutional 
capabilities. 

He also mentioned that Dubai Police 

are keen to create modern systems that 
can keep pace with rapid developments, 

the framework of supporting digital 
services. 

The project aims to preserve the safety 
of employees, customers, and inmates, 
while providing distinguished services that 
save time and effort and abide by 

efficiency and transparency standards.
Brigadier Ahmed Hamdan Al Zeyoudi, 

Director of the Punitive and Correctional 
Institution Department, said that this project 
is part of a series of measures to curb the 
spread of COVID-19. 

and to use data for a clear roadmap of 
progress.

BRIGADIER Abdullah Mubarak bin 
Amer, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of 
Sharjah Police, visited the main site of 
the free COVID-19 testing campaign, 
organised in cooperation with the 
Ministry of Health and Prevention.

He lauded the quick response and 
willingness of people to undergo the 
COVID-19 test as well as their 
engagement with this campaign, 
which began in the emirate’s 
residential areas and then was being 
extended to other areas in a phased 
manner. He said that this free testing 
campaign would increase the level of 
public safety in these exceptional 
circumstances.

THE Ras Al Khaimah Police 
General Headquarters, represented 
by the Media and Public Relations 
Department and in cooperation 
with the Community Police Section 
of the Community Police 
Department, implemented a 
campaign titled ‘Protect Yourself 
With a Mask’, that targets motorists 

and other road users.
The campaign includes the 

distribution of awareness posters, 
urging motorists to adhere to 
precautionary measures, and to 
follow preventive instructions issued 
by the authorities to contain the 
spread of COVID-19. 

Colonel Dr Rashid Muhammad Al 

Salhadi, Director of the Community 
Police Department, said that the 
department used various methods 
and the latest educational 
techniques to communicate its 
message. This is part of their 
commitment to maintaining security 
and guarantee customer 
happiness. 

Major General Sheikh Sultan bin Abdullah Al Nuaimi

Brigadier Abdullah Mubarak bin Amer (L) during his visit to the main point of free COVID-19 testing

Lt General Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, Deputy Chairman of Police and Public Security in Dubai 
and Chairman of the Emirates Talent Association

Lt General Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri introducing the adoption of a new interactive system 
among officers and members of Dubai Police
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FACTS & FIGURES

2 million
The number of additional COVID-19 tests set to be conducted 

in the UAE until end of August 2020. This will further scale up 

the leading position of the country in terms of COVID-19 test, 

which stands at 4.18 million tests as of July 14.

15,000  
The number of volunteers to be involved in the Phase III of 

clinical trials for a possible vaccine against COVID-19, under 

the collaboration of a UAE-based Artificial Intelligence and 

cloud computing company and a Chinese biotech firm.

92%  
Overall accuracy rate of K9 police dogs in detecting presumed 

cases of COVID-19, as per the data gathered from the field 

experimentations conducted by the Ministry of Interior, in 

coordination with police general commanders and various 

ministries in the UAE.

211
The number of participants who graduated from the 5th MOI 

Customer Happiness Diploma. Their graduation was held via a 

remote conference, which was attended by HH Lt General 

Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Interior.

3
The number of online courses organised by the Ministry of 

Interior, as part of the ‘Quality of Life Initiative for Community 

Security and Safety’. It aims to enhance happiness and bonding 

amongst families while still adhering to the safety and security 

protocols currently in place. 

Police Council tackles strategies
for the next 50

MOI shows support for its medical frontliners

MoI rolls out contests for wellbeing initiative

The Police High Command Council at the Ministry of Interior 
chaired by Lt General Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, Deputy Chairman 
of Police and Public Security in Dubai, held a virtual meeting to 
discuss the operational policies and the strategic plan of the 
Ministry in preparation for the next 50 years of UAE 
development. 

The Ministry of Interior (MoI) held a specialised Emergency Vehicle 
Operator Safety (EVOS) training for its medical staff who are on 
the frontline of the country’s public health and safety. In 
coordination with National Ambulance, the course is designed to 
enhance participants’ safe driving skills. This comes as part of 
MoI’s commitment to further improve its emergency response.

The Ministry of Interior, represented by the Inspector 
General Office, launched last month three awareness 
contests under the “Wellbeing Initiative for Community 
Security and Safety”. The contests were aimed at enhancing 
positive practices and behaviours, and promote the overall 
wellbeing of the Emirati community.

BE IN THE LOOP
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NEWS

UAE NEWS BULLETIN
POLICE NEWS, PEOPLE, NUMBERS AND EVENTS

An Arab man, 62, was saved by teams from the National 
Search and Rescue Centre and Abu Dhabi Police after his 
vehicle got stuck in the Al Faya desert. He was winched on 
board a rescue helicopter and flown to Sheikh Shakhbout 
Medical City. 

ABU DHABI

62-year-old

 AJMAN

12 hours

24 hours

Two male suspects in a hit-and-run incident that killed a 
salesman in Sharjah were arrested in Ajman, less than 
12 hours after the accident. They stopped at the store 
where the victim was working to buy e-cigarettes. 
Instead of paying, they drove away. The victim tried to 
stop them by jumping on the car hood of the moving car. 
He fell and was run over by the suspects.

Dubai Police have arrested two internationally 
wanted kingpins who are accused of smuggling 
and selling three tonnes of narcotics worth $150 
million (Dhs 551 million) in another country. They 
were arrested in two synchronised operations, 
seven days after the police force received an 
Interpol Red Notice.

DUBAI

Dhs 551 million

A trio who broke into an apartment and stole a metal 
safe containing multiple currencies amounting to 
Dhs660,000 were arrested by Sharjah Police within 24 
hours. A police team swung into action immediately 
after the victim lodged a complaint. They first nabbed 
one of the suspects in an entrapment operation and 
his arrest led the police to his accomplices. 

UMM AL QUWAIN

Umm Al Quwain Police has installed and activated 14 
new radars to catch speeding vehicles. Speeding now 
accounts for the most number of traffic violations on the 
emirate’s road, said the police force. This move was 
undertaken with a stern warning for violators that 
exceeding the maximum speed limit by more than 
80kmph draws a fine of Dhs3,000, along with 23 black 
points and the impoundment of the vehicle for 60 days.
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FUJAIRAH

A man stands trial for allegedly 

tricking a woman into buying his plot 

of land worth Dhs 1.1 million. Their 

agreement was that his company 

would later rent it for three years, but 

the man did not honour the deal. He 

also stopped the victim from 

encashing any of the five cheques he 

had given her as part of their rental 

agreement.

Some images are for illustrative purposes only

Dhs 1.1 million

RAS AL KHAIMAH

Ras Al Khaimah Police found a 13-year-old girl two 
weeks after she went missing. Her father initially 
thought she was kidnapped at home, but it turned out 
that she ran away over some family issues. The police 
force tracked her whereabouts in Sharjah.

13-year-old
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UAE’S NEW
JOURNEY
OF HOPE

THE DATE OF 20.07.20 WILL BE ETCHED FOREVER IN THE CHRONICLES 

OF THE GLOBAL SPACE PROGRAMME — THAT’S THE DAY THE UAE’S 

HOPE PROBE LEFT EARTH ON ITS MISSION TO MARS, TAKING ARAB 

WORLD AMBITIONS TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. 999 HIGHLIGHTS THE 

INSPIRING STORIES BEHIND THE LAUNCH

BY NIEL BIE

COVER STORY
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H
istory was made on July 20, 

2020, when the UAE’s space 

programme truly got a rocket 

boost — the Hope Probe, the first Arab 

mission to Mars, was lifted off into 

space by a rocket launched from the 

Tanegashima Space Centre in southern 

Japan at 6.58am local time, or 1.58am in 

the UAE. 

With this, the UAE has joined an elite club, 

whose vision is not only to reach another 

planet, but also to make space science the 

springboard for accelerated development 

right here on Earth. What’s more, it has 

successfully executed the launch in the 

middle of the COVID-19 pandemic that 

continues to sweep across the world.

The launch was witnessed live by people 

in the UAE from the Mohammed bin 

Rashid Space Centre in Dubai. This was 

the culmination of more than five decades 

of dreaming about a space mission — 

not just dreaming, but also striving and 

preparing in equal measure. 

On the day of the probe’s lift-off, the UAE 

leaders expressed their pride over the 

country’s push in the process of building 

global knowledge in space.

President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa 

bin Zayed Al Nahyan said, “We followed 

with great pleasure and pride today the 

news of the successful launch of Hope 

Probe, whose idea was developed within 

our national and research institutions and 

was designed and manufactured with the 

effective participation of a young national 

elite of bright minds - highly qualified and 

trained and sincere young Emiratis.”

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice 

President and Prime Minister of the UAE 

and Ruler of Dubai, praised the historic 

event on his Twitter account. “Today, we 

announce the successful launch of the 

Hope Probe after control orders were 

sent to it from the operations centre in 

Al Khawaneej. We also announce that 

space navigation and control systems are 

working fine, solar panels were launched, 

and the probe’s propulsion system is 

working successfully. We have started the 

journey of 493 million kilometres towards 

the Red Planet”.

For his part, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, 

congratulated the people of the UAE. 

“We watched the successful launch of 

the Hope Probe to Mars with pride and 

joy, as we embark on a new chapter in 

space, led by our exceptional youth. 

Congratulations to the UAE for this 

historic achievement.”

The 1976 meeting between the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan with the NASA team 
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We watched the 
successful launch 

of the Hope Probe to 
Mars with pride and joy, 
as we embark on a new 
chapter in space, led by 
our exceptional youth. 
Congratulations to the 
UAE for this historic 
achievement

HH SHEIKH MOHAMED

BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and

Deputy Supreme Commander of the
UAE Armed Forces

After separating from the rocket that put 

it in space, the Hope Probe has a 200-day 

journey ahead of it, covering 493.5 million 

kilometres in space, before reaching the 

orbit of Mars in February 2021, well in time 

for the 50th anniversary celebrations of 

the UAE.

The official Twitter handle

@HopeMarsMission received 

congratulatory messages from all quarters, 

including NASA, and it gave frequent 

updates on the probe, e.g. “Launch 

process complete: The Hope Probe has 

successfully separated from the launch 

vehicle” and “Two-way communication 

established. The ground segment [at 

Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre] 

has received and communicated the first 

signals with the Hope Probe”.

The Guardian reported: “Unlike the 

two other Mars ventures scheduled 

for this year, [Hope] will not land on 

the planet, but instead orbit it for a 

whole Martian year, or 687 days. While 

the objective of the Mars mission is to 

provide a comprehensive image of the 

weather dynamics in the red planet’s 

atmosphere, the probe is a foundation 

for a much bigger goal — building a 

human settlement on Mars within the 

next 100 years.”

Life on Mars — that includes visits to 

Earth by Martians — has been science 

fiction fantasy since modern science 

has existed; dozens of books have been 

written about it. But it’s only in recent 

times that human Earthlings have come 

any closer to taking life to Mars, which is 

otherwise known to be a lifeless planet, 

as of now. 

REGAINING ARAB GLORY

Centuries ago, the Arab World was 

at the forefront of scientific knowledge 

and discovery. Indeed, the first book 

on algebra equations was written by an 

Arab — it was Kitab al-Jabr by the 9th 

century mathematician and astronomer 

Muhammad ibn Musa Al-Khwarizmi that 

paved the way for the mathematical 

calculations now used every minute of the 

day, everywhere in the world. 

However, the lustre of Arab prominence 

in science gradually vanished through time. 

Yet, once again, the UAE has risen to the 

occasion, proving that Arab intellectuals are 

not merely legends from a distant past, but 

are alive in this modern civilisation, ready 

to spread hope not only across the Arab 

World but also to all of humanity.

IT BEGAN WITH ZAYED

The UAE first dreamed of going to space 

way back in 1976, when the late Sheikh 

Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the UAE 

founding father, met with the NASA team 

regarding its Apollo Moon programme. 

An Arab scientist, the Egyptian-American 

Farouk El-Baz, was part of that space 

programme and he had already met Sheikh 

Zayed a couple of years after the historic 

Moon landing by the Apollo 11 crew. El-Baz 

was instrumental in the 1976 meeting 

between Sheikh Zayed and the team from 

the 1972 Apollo 17 moon voyage, the final 

NASA mission under this programme.

DIMENSIONS: 2.37m wide and 2.90m in length

MASS: approximately 1,500 kg (3,300 lb)

POWER: 1800 W from three solar panels 

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS

HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA (1.5M IN DIAMETER): Designed for communication 

through producing a narrow radio wave towards Earth

Low-gain antennas

STAR TRACKERS: To determine its position in space

120-NEWTON THRUSTERS and 5-Newton reaction control system (RCS) 

thrusters: To control velocity and manoeuvring 

REACTION WHEELS: To reorient itself while travelling through space 

KEY SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

EMIRATES EXPLORATION IMAGER (EXI): A multi-band camera that can take 

high-resolution images. It is also designed to measure the properties of water, 

ice, dust, aerosols, and ozone in the red planet’s atmosphere.

EMIRATES MARS INFRARED SPECTROMETER (EMIRS): An interferometric 

thermal infrared spectrometer that can assess temperature profiles, ice, water 

vapour, and dust in the atmosphere. It will be used to study the planet’s lower 

and middle atmosphere.

EMIRATES MARS ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER (EMUS): An imaging 

spectrograph that can identify emissions between 100 to 170 Newton metres 

and measure the variability of the thermosphere, as well as the planet’s 

hydrogen and oxygen coronae.

Today, we announce 
the successful 

launch of the Hope Probe 
after control orders 
were sent to it from the 
operations centre in Al 
Khawaneej. We have 
started the journey of 
493 million kilometres 
towards the Red Planet

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED

BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice President and Prime Minister of

the UAE and Ruler of Dubai

HOPE PROBE AT A GLANCE

We followed with 
great pleasure and 

pride today the news of 
the successful launch 
of Hope Probe, whose 
idea was developed 
within our national and 
research institutions 
and was designed and 
manufactured with the 
effective participation 
of a young national elite 
of bright minds - highly 
qualified and trained and 
sincere young Emiratis

PRESIDENT HH SHEIKH 

KHALIFA BIN ZAYED

AL NAHYAN
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In the decades that followed, the UAE 

remained relentless in its research and 

finding ways to journey towards outer 

space. The 2014 announcement of the 

Emirates Mars Mission’s Hope Probe 

Project by the His Highness Sheikh 

Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan and His 

Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 

Al Maktoum, was considered the UAE’s 

biggest strategic and scientific national 

initiative. The ‘Hope Probe’ project would 

be an achievement for both the UAE and 

the Arab World. 

Six years later, HH Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Rashid has praised the efforts of 

the UAE in making this vision a reality. 

His Highness said, “The Hope Probe 

embodies the culture of possibilities 

deeply rooted in the UAE’s approach, 

philosophy, and journey of accelerating 

development since the foundation. Our 

journey to space represents a message of 

hope to every Arab citizen that we have 

the innovation, resilience, and efforts to 

compete with the greatest of nations in 

the race for knowledge.”

STANDING WITH THE BEST 

His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 

Crown Prince of Dubai, Chairman of 

Dubai Executive Council, Chairman of the 

Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre and 

General Supervisor of the Hope Probe, 

outlined the major objectives behind the 

UAE’s Mars mission. 

His Highness said, “When we are 

determined, we execute. When we dream, 

we make our dreams come true. Our 

journey to Mars is a message of hope to all 

Arabs that we can compete with the world 

in science and technology. The UAE today 

leads the Arab knowledge transformation.”

The Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre 

(MBRSC) has been responsible for the 

execution and supervision on the design, 

development and launch of the Mars probe. 

The UAE Space Agency has 

supervised all procedures 

and operational details, and 

provided funding for the 

entire project. 

As Mars’ first weather 

satellite, the Hope Probe will 

essentially provide important 

data to scientists and 

experts around the world 

regarding the conditions on 

the red planet’s atmosphere, 

and to understand why and 

how the planet lost the liquid 

water that it once may have 

had. This, along with other 

related knowledge that the 

country will gain from this 

research, will position the 

UAE at the forefront of the 

global scientific movement.

MBRSC notes that the 

mission will monitor the distribution of 

hydrogen and oxygen in the upper portions 

of Mars’ atmosphere (the exosphere). 

The Hope Probe will also focus on better 

understanding the link between weather 

changes in Mars’ lower atmosphere, with 

loss of hydrogen and oxygen from the 

upper layers of the atmosphere. “This, for 

the first time, will allow us to study the link 

between weather change and atmospheric 

loss, a process that may have been 

responsible for Mars’ transition, over billions 

of years, from a thick atmosphere capable 

of sustaining liquid water on the surface, 

to the cold, thin, arid atmosphere we see 

today,” said a statement from the Centre.

PROGRESSIVE OBJECTIVES

Alongside the Hope Probe’s scientific 

objectives, the UAE has also outlined 

specific strategic objectives, including 

the push for global collaboration on Mars 

exploration and the building of Emirati 

capabilities in the field of interplanetary 

exploration. 

The UAE’s leadership in space research 

When we are 
determined, we 

execute. When we dream, 
we make our dreams come 
true. Our journey to Mars 
is a message of hope to all 
Arabs that we can compete 
with the world in science 
and technology. The UAE 
today leads the Arab 
knowledge transformation

HH SHEIKH HAMDAN BIN 

MOHAMMED BIN RASHID

AL MAKTOUM
Crown Prince of Dubai, Chairman of Dubai 

Executive Council, Chairman of the Mohammed 
bin Rashid Space Centre, and General 

Supervisor of the Hope Probe

and scientific knowledge would help it 

break sci-tech limits in improving the quality 

of life on this planet. This mission also has 

an inspirational role in orienting the UAE’s 

young minds towards space science, and 

to establish the nation as a beacon of 

progress across the Arab region.

Dr Ahmed Belhoul, Chairman of the UAE 

Space Agency, stated that information 

provided by the Emirates Mars Mission 

would help the UAE collaborate with the 

world’s experts. “Developing sustainable 

growth and the country’s capability has 

been an integral 

part of space 

investment through 

projects and 

programmes that 

seek to integrate 

space science 

and related 

technologies as 

part of continuous 

scientific progress,” 

he said.

“The goal is 

to apply the 

outcomes 

of landmark 

discoveries 

through 

space science 

investments to 

advance daily 

life in parallel 

HH Lt General Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, said: 

“Through building, preparation, empowerment and will, the people of the UAE were able to launch the 

journey to Mars—a huge achievement for the leaders, the country and the whole world.”

At the Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre, the Hope Probe team is preparing for the launch 

of the Hope Probe
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Hope Probe team at the Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre preparing for the lift-off Scientists at MBRSC succinctly building the Hope Probe satellite
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with the space exploration projects and 

programmes. EMM is a trailblazing, bold 

and ambitious undertaking to conquer 

new frontiers in space, gain novel insights 

and deepen our knowledge of Mars. 

This development of capability across 

the space sector is not only homegrown 

but will encompass the Arab World, too,” 

added Dr Belhoul.

INSPIRATION FOR THE YOUTH

The Hope Probe was created with a 

team of 200 Emirati engineers, who 

worked a cumulative 5.5 million hours to 

complete it. HH Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid acknowledged the work of these 

engineers as the UAE’s “national treasure”, 

since it was their efforts that realised the 

dreams of decades past.

“[The] Hope Probe highlights our 

national treasure of hundreds of young 

Emirati engineers and experts working 

on the mission. These young people are 

part of drafting a beautiful chapter in the 

UAE’s future,” said HH Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Rashid.

HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed 

expressed the hope that today’s youth 

would follow in the footsteps of these 

scientists and acknowledge the importance 

of dreaming the impossible and creating 

ways to make it 

possible through 

science and 

technology, 

especially over 

the next five 

decades, as the 

UAE as a nation 

moves towards 

the centenary 

mark. 

“There’s no 

future without 

science and no 

future without 

knowledge. We 

are going to 

Mars because 

we want to 

solidify a 

principle for our 

youth that the 

impossible is 

possible for the 

UAE and the 

people of the 

UAE. We are 

going to Mars 

because we 

want to start a new journey for our country. 

The journey of the next 50 years and the 

last 50 years that passed in the history of 

our nation,” said HH Sheikh Hamdan.

Dr Belhoul stated that this mission is 

the UAE’s investment in its future, as 

programmes related to space exploration 

were witnessing a massive growth around 

the world. “There are more than 50 

entities and establishments in the space 

sector, with over 3,000 employees and 

regional and international partnerships 

with leading institutions in the space 

industry. The coming phase will see 

further programmes and projects that will 

reinforce the UAE’s established presence 

in the space sector on par with advanced 

space nations globally,” he said.

TRAVERSING INTERPLANETARY 

DESERTS

HH Sheikh Hamdan likened the space 

mission to the UAE’s humble beginnings 

from the desert. A dream of progress and 

an ambition to make everything possible 

helped the entire country succeed, and 

the same mindset would help the UAE 

expand its reach even more, His Highness 

said. “We started from the desert of 

our country, and we want the next 50 

years to start from the desert of Mars, 

because we are people who don’t know 

the impossible, and nothing can stand 

ahead of our rising ambitions,” HH Sheikh 

Hamdan said. 

To get close to the desert of Mars, the 

Hope Probe has to cover another desert 

first — that of space itself. Though largely 

empty, the millions of kilometres that the 

Hope Probe has to cover could put some 

challenges in its way. But the probe, carrying 

the UAE’s flag and the Emirates national 

logo, has been designed for scientific 

success — and for much greater things. “The 

UAE will continue deploying its efforts and 

resources and collaborating with nations to 

build a better future for humanity,” said HH 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid. 

HH Sheikh Hamdan expressed his 

confidence and gratitude to the entire 

team behind the project. His Highness 

said, “The mission has succeeded before 

the journey begins. Congratulations to 

our men and women, Congratulations 

to our champions. Today is a day of 

celebrations in the UAE.”

EMM is a trailblazing, 
bold and ambitious 

undertaking to conquer 
new frontiers in space, 
gain novel insights and 
deepen our knowledge of 
Mars. This development 
of capability across the 
space sector is not only 

homegrown 
but will 
encompass 
the Arab 
World, 
too

DR AHMED BELHOUL
Chairman of the UAE Space Agency

July 20, 2020: the Hope Probe was lifted off into 

space by a rocket launched from the Tanegashima 

Space Centre in southern Japan
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COLUMN

TRIP TO MARS
IS NO LONGER A SCIENCE FICTION 

Ali Obaid is a veteran Emirati commentator and 
writer on local issues; he currently heads the News 

Centre at Dubai Media Incorporated

There’s only a thin line between reality and imagination. If a person 
knows how to hold it, they can turn imagination into reality

I
magine that men were from Mars and women were from 

Venus. One day, a long time ago, the people of Mars looked 

through their telescopes, and discovered the existence of 

the people of Venus. At a glance, the people of Venus touched 

the emotions of the people of Mars, who fell in love, quickly 

invented spaceships and flew to the other planet.

The people of Venus welcomed the people of Mars. They 

knew instinctively that this day would come, and their hearts 

became wide open to a love they had never felt before. The 

love between them was magical, and they 

were happy to be together. Although from 

different worlds, they found joy. They 

spent months trying to understand each 

other, exploring their different needs, 

preferences, and manners. 

Then, they decided to travel to Earth. 

Everything was amazing and beautiful, but 

the influence of the Earth’s atmosphere 

prevailed over them — as they woke up, 

each one of them suffered from a certain 

type of optional amnesia. They forgot that 

they are from different worlds, and forgot 

their differences. Since that day, men and 

women have been at odds.

This is how the American psychiatrist 

John Gray imagined—when he published 

his book Men Are from Mars, Women Are 

from Venus—the shape of the world, and 

dealt with the problems that may occur 

between men and women. The book, 

published in 1992, has been translated 

into a number of languages, and millions 

of copies have been sold. Did the writer 

ever imagine that humans would return to Mars to rediscover its 

secrets?

There’s only a thin line between reality and imagination. If a 

person knows how to hold it, they can turn imagination into 

reality. This is what Emiratis did, as they managed to turn the 

The children and 
grandchildren 
of Sheikh Zayed 
remained faithful 
to his dream. 
Before reaching 
the 50th year of 
the federation, the 
children of Zayed 
have helped the UAE 
become the space 
science pioneer of 
the Arab World

dream of the founding father Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al 

Nahyan into reality. Indeed, people of the UAE have proven that 

they are capable of translating dreams into achievements — 

that’s there for the world to see. 

More than four decades ago, Sheikh Zayed met a group of 

American astronauts, with the Arab space scientist Dr Farouk 

El-Baz, looking at a model of the spacecraft Apollo, and listening 

to the story of their trip to the Moon. Those who saw the photo 

of this meeting did not know what Sheikh Zayed was thinking 

about. Some thought that he was amazed 

by what he was hearing about the flight to 

the Moon. The truth is that he was 

thinking about the day the UAE would 

reach space, and would become pioneers 

competing in the space industry, as the 

competition was then limited to two 

countries, namely the United States and 

the Soviet Union.

The children and grandchildren of 

Sheikh Zayed remained faithful to his 

dream. Before reaching the 50th year of 

the federation, the children of Zayed have 

helped the UAE become the space 

science pioneer of the Arab World. 

Emiratis have created the first Arab 

space agency; made the first satellite with 

100 per cent Emirati workforce; sent the 

first Arab astronaut to the International 

Space Station; and made the first 

Arab-Islamic probe to fly to Mars.

This is a huge success that wouldn’t 

have occurred to the author of Men Are 

from Mars, Women Are from Venus. Going 

back to Mars is not only an idea that comes to an author or a 

science fiction film producer; it’s now a reality that nobody can 

ever deny. When Emiratis dream big, their achievements won’t 

be limited to Earth; they will cross the expanse of space to 

reach the furthest planets. 

The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior
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INNOVATION

SCIENCE
OF SURVIVAL

FROM A POSSIBLE VACCINE NOW AT THE STAGE OF 
HUMAN CLINICAL TRIAL IN THE UAE TO THE MINISTRY OF 

INTERIOR’S DISCOVERY THAT K9 POLICE DOGS CAN SNIFF 
OUT PRESUMED COVID-19 CASES, HERE’S AN OVERVIEW 

OF ALL INNOVATIONS INSPIRED BY THE PANDEMIC 

BY MARK NITUMA
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I
magine yourself living in 1918. People 

in your neighbourhood are gripped by 

panic, and you only hear about a friend 

or a relative getting sick from a mysterious 

illness that started as flu. 

At that time, there was no Internet. People 

only got information from newspapers. 

Like what has happened in the past few 

months, people then were told to stay 

indoors and wear masks. Hospitals were 

turning patients away and mortuaries were 

full, handling 10 times their normal capacity. 

Gravediggers couldn’t keep up with the 

demand for burials.

Now, you get cabin fever from not being 

able to go out freely? Then, there was no 

Zoom or other video-conferencing apps. 

If you needed to consult with a doctor 

on the telephone regarding your mental 

health, you’d be rejected by the telephone 

operator, as the line was busy handling 

emergency calls.

Telephone operators, who were mostly 

young women, sat elbow to elbow in tight 

quarters; so, they had been very vulnerable 

to the flu. Many in their ranks were felled 

by the illness, even as emergency calls 

were increasing. In New York, for example, 

2,000 telephone company operators were 

sick. A 50 per cent reduction in the ability 

to call from payphones was implemented, 

according to The New York Times. Those 

with phones at home were asked to limit 

usage to emergencies.

This was the scenario during the 1918 

Spanish flu pandemic, caused by the 

deadly H1N1 influenza virus. By most 

accounts, technology — or the lack of 

it — contributed greatly to the death of 17 

million people and 500 million infected 

cases around the world.

Cut to the novel coronavirus pandemic of 

2020, and we see a thousand-fold advance 

in technology, which is playing a big role 

in limiting the spread of the virus and in 

saving lives.

The world’s most powerful computers are 

working with the brightest minds in science 

at the fastest possible pace ever in the 

history of vaccine development. Vaccines 

are being developed across the world, with 

technology-enabled knowledge-sharing 

amongst doctors and medical practitioners. 

The average Internet user is able to 

constantly look up updates on COVID-19 

developments and feel somewhat able to 

cope with the situation.

The UAE government, which has for years 

been incorporating technology in every 

aspect of public service, has now again 

showed its agility and ability to innovate 

through technology while battling the 

pandemic. Here are the innovations that 

are making headway in the battle against 

COVID-19.

PHASE III OF POSSIBLE COVID-19 

VACCINE

HE Abdul Rahman Al Owais, Minister 

of Health and Prevention and Minister of 

State for Federal National Council Affairs, 

announced that the third stage of clinical 

trials for possible vaccines is under way. 

He said that this stage includes conducting 

a study on two types of vaccines, which 

would involve more than 15,000 volunteers. 

This follows the approval of the Ethics 

Committee on Scientific Research in Abu 

Dhabi on the human trial of these possible 

vaccines. 

Simultaneously, the country intends to 

scale up the 4.18 million COVID-19 tests 

conducted as of July 14. 

The health minister said that the success 

of this vaccine trial stage could lead to the 

start of the manufacturing stage. “We are 

in the third stage of the study and clinical 

trials, and all conditions and requirements 

for the safety of volunteer participants will 

be fulfilled,” said Al Owais.

Earlier, China National Biotech Group Co. 

(CNBC) conducted the launch ceremony 

of its Sinopharm China National New 

Crown Inactivated Vaccine International 

Clinical (Phase III) simultaneously in Beijing, 

Wuhan City, and Abu Dhabi. The firm will 

collaborate with an Abu Dhabi-based 

Artificial Intelligence and cloud computing 

company, G42.

INNOVATION

October 1918 newspaper ads calling people 
to restrict calls to emergencies (Clipping from 
The New York Times)

We are in the 
third stage of the 

study and clinical trials, 
and all conditions and 
requirements for the 

safety of 
volunteer 
participants 
will be 

fulfilled

HE ABDUL RAHMAN AL OWAIS
Minister of Health and Prevention and Minister 

of State for Federal National Council Affairs

The researchers 
involved in the study 

(Phase III clinical trial of 
possible COVID-19 vaccine) 
are closely monitoring the 
volunteers throughout 
the process, ensuring the 

highest levels 
of safety 
for the 
participants

DR JAMAL MOHAMMAD

AL KAABI
Acting Undersecretary of the

Department of Health, Abu Dhabi

The vaccine produced by Sinopharm had 

shown promising results in the first and 

second stages of clinical trials. These trials 

were conducted on a number of people 

who received two doses of the vaccine 

during a period of 28 days. As per the 

Chinese authorities, the results indicated a 

positive antibody transformation rate of 100 

per cent.

Dr Jamal Mohammad Al Kaabi, Acting 

Undersecretary of the Department 

of Health, Abu Dhabi, said that the 

methodology to be used for the Phase III 

clinical trial is referred to as “randomised 

double blind clinical trials”, which could 

be implemented globally, if carried out 

correctly. “The researchers presented 

the evidence and results of the first 

and second stages of the study, which 

are a prerequisite for moving forward. 

Additionally, the researchers involved in 

the study (Phase III clinical trial of possible 

COVID-19 vaccine) are closely monitoring 

the volunteers throughout the process, 

ensuring the highest levels of safety for the 

participants,” he said.

MOI’S COVID-19 SNIFFING DOGS

After launching in April 2020 a 

smart police helmet that can measure 

temperatures from 5 metres (16 ft) away 

and scan up to 200 people a minute, 

effectively alerting an officer to a possible 

COVID-19 patient in a crowd, the UAE 

Ministry of Interior (MoI) experimented 

with K9 police dogs. Already trained 

in tuberculosis and malaria detection, 

the four-legged detectives sniffed out 

HE Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al Hamed, Chairman of Department of Health, Abu Dhabi, being 

administered the world’s first clinical Phase III trial of inactivated vaccine to combat COVID-19 

The UAE has completed the stage of field experimentation with precedence over a number of 

countries that are still in advanced stages of studying the extent of the applicability of this innovative 

scientific practice
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presumed COVID-19 cases with an 

astounding 92 per cent overall accuracy.

High-speed sampling or non-invasive 

measures were employed to gather 

samples from the armpits of presumed 

cases. An MoI statement said: “Samples 

are then sniffed out by the dogs without 

coming in contact with the persons, while 

results become known on the spot.

K9 police dogs are also used traditionally 

in securing and monitoring events and 

sensitive facilities.”

Experiments were conducted at field 

hospitals on volunteers in several areas 

of the UAE. The Ministry also held a 

number of brainstorming workshops and 

cooperated with several countries and 

global experts on theoretical studies and 

discussions on using dogs in detecting 

presumed COVID-19 cases. “It is recorded 

that the UAE has completed the stage of 

field experimentation with precedence 

over a number of countries that are still in 

advanced stages of studying the extent of 

the applicability of this innovative scientific 

practice,” added the MoI.

Field experiments included a number 

of sites in cooperation with the Ministry 

of Health and Community Development, 

Federal Customs Authority, Departments 

of Customs in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, and 

several health authorities.
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UVD Robots to sterilise Dubai Health Authority’s hospitals and health centres

It’s an established fact that dogs have 

a sense of smell far more advanced than 

humans — a dog has 300 million scent 

detectors against 6 million in a human. 

Cells produce volatile organic compounds 

(vocs) that have distinctive odours and are 

present in human blood, saliva, urine, or 

breath. This helps a dog identify the odour 

of a sick person.

In May, a study conducted by the 

University of Helsinki, Finland, showed 

that dogs can be taught to detect 

COVID-19 patients. The study said that 

dogs previously trained as medical 

diagnostic assistants were taught to 

recognise the previously unknown odour 

signature of the COVID-19 disease. After 

only a few weeks, the first dogs were able 

to accurately distinguish urine samples 

INNOVATION

from COVID-19 patients against urine 

samples of healthy individuals.

STERILISATION ROBOTS

As part of the process of resumption of 

all diagnostic and therapeutic services for 

patients, the Dubai Health Authority (DHA) 

has adopted the use of robots to sterilise its 

hospitals and health centres.

Kholoud Abdullah Al Ali, Project Manager 

and leader of the DHA’s Dubai Future 

Accelerators team, said that they had 

introduced the use of eight robots to 

perform ultra-violet (UV) sterilisation scans 

for all rooms and corridors at its health 

facilities. The smart technology aims to 

make the sterilisation process thorough, 

efficient, and less time-consuming.

As the UV robots can move without the 

need for human 

intervention, they 

are deemed to 

be a safer way to 

sterilise certain 

areas; they can also 

ensure greater and 

better coverage 

of high-contact 

areas. These robots 

provide 360-degree 

coverage and can 

repeat the same 

process with high 

accuracy several 

times. They can 

follow certain criteria 

to sterilise all rooms 

with reports to 
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Citizen Science team working on the final stage of developing the 

prototype of a ventilator machine for COVID-19 patients

highlight the implementation of the process.

Al Ali said that the use of AI is part of 

their mandate to ensure the utmost safety 

and wellbeing of staff and patients. “In 

addition to the ease of using technology 

in the daily sterilisation routine, which is 

especially beneficial for large areas, the 

robots are very efficient and can complete 

exhaustive sterilisation of a room within 

10 to 15 minutes. This makes the process 

of infection prevention and control highly 

efficient,” said Al Ali. “[This technology] 

can be used to sterilise many places, such 

as offices, hospital rooms and corridors, 

operating rooms, warehouses, housing 

units, and other spaces.”

The robots were created by the Danish 

company, UVD Robots.

SMART VENTILATORS

Citizen Science, an Abu Dhabi-based 

organisation of 20 scientists, engineers, 

doctors, and researchers, has come 

up with a ventilator prototype that’s an 

improvement on the present ventilator 

machines being used in hospitals.

Ventilators are being used for COVID-19 

patients in critical condition. The machines 

originally help those suffering from acute 

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 

to breathe. However, their use is being 

debated amongst doctors as ARDS is not 

the same for all COVID-19 patients and the 

ventilators, unless used precisely, could 

damage patients’ lungs.

The risk of lung damage is eliminated 

by the Citizen Science ventilator 

prototype, which is equipped with Artificial 

Intelligence. The suitcase-sized, self-

sufficient machine could also cut the risk of 

doctors being exposed to COVID-19 while 

treating patients.

Citizen Science is in the final stage 

of developing and producing the 

machine. Once granted approval, they 

will produce thousands of units for UAE 

hospitals and clinics.

A multi-disciplinary team at Khalifa 

University’s healthcare engineering 

innovation centre has also developed 

an affordable, simple, and easy-to-

manufacture ventilator prototype. The 

researchers have developed a working 

prototype and are now engineering the 

production plant. A unit has been set up to 

produce 250 ventilators.

GENOME SEQUENCING

Understanding the novel coronavirus 

through its genetic composition can only 

be done through genome mapping. Dubai’s 

COVID-19 Command and Control Centre 

(CCC) has conducted the UAE’s first full 

genome sequencing of the Sars-cov2 virus 

that is causing the pandemic.

Each virus has its own blueprint or 

set of codes that can be mapped in the 

laboratory. Scientists study these codes 

so that they can identify where the virus 

came from, how the virus is spreading, 

and if the virus in the community has 

mutated. Scientists in other parts of the 

world are carrying out similar work. In an 

unprecedented manner of collaboration, 

the UAE scientists have shared this 

information, hoping that it can be used for 

a vaccine.

CCC hopes to map the virus samples 

from 240 other patients in the country, who 

became infected at different times in the 

pandemic. “Scientific research is a critical 

resource to inform the centre’s strategies 

and actions against the virus. We are 

fortunate to have academic institutions that 

can join other sectors in Dubai in this fight 

against COVID-19,” said Dr Amer Sharif, 

Vice Chancellor of the Mohammed Bin 

Rashid University of Medicine and Health 

Sciences and Head of CCC.

Dr Ahmad Abou Tayoun, Associate 

Professor of Genetics at the Mohammed 

bin Rashid University and Director of the 

Genomics Centre at Al Jalila Children’s 

Genomic Centre, said, “This is a specific 

example of how this information can help 

trace the origin of infection in this specific 

patient from the UAE and can tell us a lot 

about viral transmission in the country.”

INNOVATIVE PPES

To address the global shortage of 

face masks and personal protective 

equipment (PPEs), two universities in 

the UAE have come up with a creative 

alternative to the traditional production 

line — 3D printing.

UAE University in Al Ain has designed 

UAE’s version of a face shield developed 

Scientific research 
is a critical resource 

to inform the centre’s 
strategies and actions 
against the virus. We 
are fortunate to have 
academic institutions that 

can join other 
sectors in 
Dubai in this 
fight against 

COVID-19

DR AMER SHARIF
Vice Chancellor of the Mohammed Bin Rashid 

University of Medicine and Health Sciences 
and Head of Dubai’s COVID-19 Command and 

Control Center
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Researcher at Khalifa University’s Healthcare Engineering Innovation Centre developing emergency ventilators

The robots 
are very 

efficient and 
can complete 
exhaustive 
sterilisation of a 
room within 10 to 
15 minutes

The risk of 
lung damage 

is eliminated by the 
Citizen Science ventilator 
prototype, which is 
equipped with Artificial 
Intelligence
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Sharjah-based 
healthcare 

company has unveiled 
a digital hospital with 
a massive number of 
medical experts, in 
what’s dubbed as the 
“Middle East’s first 
global e-hospital

by laser cutting polyethylene material, 

which is more comfortable for use. 

New York University (NYU) Abu Dhabi, 

in coordination with Mubadala Healthcare 

and the Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi, has 

also designed a hard-wearing face mask, 

similar to an N-95 mask, but one that can 

be reused after sterilisation.

“The idea is to do it locally, in the 

UAE,” said Ramesh Jagannathan, 

an NYU Abu Dhabi engineering 

professor and managing director of 

startAD, the university’s innovation and 

entrepreneurship programme. “Right 

now, masks are disposable — you wear 

them and toss them out. Ours is maybe 

better from sustainability and cost 

[perspective]. All of our masks are [made 

from] plastic, so it’s easily manufactured 

using injection moulding.”

TOUCHLESS LIFT KEYPAD

The novel coronavirus can live for 

hours to days on hard surfaces. Its 

survival on surfaces largely depends on 

Right now, masks 
are disposable — 

you wear them and toss 
them out. Ours is maybe 
better from sustainability 
and cost perspective. All 
of our masks are made 
from plastic, so it’s easily 

manufactured 
using 
injection 
moulding

RAMESH JAGANNATHAN
NYU Abu Dhabi Engineering Professor and 

Managing Director of startAD

the material. In response, researchers 

at UAE University have developed a 

touchless lift keypad that uses infrared 

sensors to detect fingers when they are 

3cm away from a floor number button. 

These are currently being used at Abu 

Dhabi International Airport. Passengers 

now simply put their fingers close to 

the button without touching it and the 

elevator door automatically opens.

According to Dr Fady Al Najjar, Co-

founder of Meta Touch, the company at 

UAE University’s Science and Innovation 

Park that developed the keypad, it took 

them more than a month to complete the 

Abu Dhabi University’s face shield prototype created 

using 3D printing3D printed prototypes of NYU Abu Dhabi’s face mask that can be sterilised for reuse
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prototype of their invention. “We went 

through different approaches, mainly for 

selecting the best sensors,” he said. “It 

took about one-and-a-half months. We 

were working intensively because of the 

requirement to do this as soon as possible. 

We came up with three or four prototypes 

until we got the current prototype. We’re 

trying to develop different types and to 

enhance it.”

Al Najjar said that the technology 

could be widely utilised during the ‘new 

normal’ to prevent COVID-19 infection. 

UAE’S GLOBAL E-HOSPITAL

A Sharjah-based healthcare company 

has unveiled a digital hospital with a 

massive number of medical experts, in 

what’s dubbed as the “Middle East’s first 

global e-hospital”.

Mulk Healthcare, part of the UAE’s 

Mulk Holdings International, said 

that the idea behind this e-hospital, 

with its network of 2,000 medical 

experts from across the globe, was to 

bring “disruptive futuristic healthcare 

solutions to consumers of the GCC”.

Nawab Shafi-ul-Mulk, president of 

the healthcare company, said, “Mulk 

E-Hospital is a hospital without borders 

and unlocks the potential of healthcare 

services with unlimited possibilities. The 

Mulk E-Hospital is 
a hospital without 

borders and unlocks the 
potential of healthcare 

services with 
unlimited 
possibilities

NAWAB SHAFI-UL-MULK
President of Mulk Healthcare

COVID-19 social distancing prohibits 

most patients from physically visiting 

clinics and hospitals, and we’re offering 

the perfect solution to address this 

concern.”

The e-hospital’s mobile app has a range 

of services; post-hospital care is slated 

to be available for download in August. 

According to the company, it will showcase 

“best international experts in each medical 

field based in the United States, United 

Kingdom, Thailand, Pakistan, Europe 

and India, in addition to those in the UAE 

and other GCC countries”. This will make 

global healthcare services available to 

UAE residents.

INNOVATION

53 touchless elevators installed at Abu Dhabi International Airport to prevent COVID-19 

cross infection
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ON THE 
WINNING 
FRONT 

NARCOTICS
BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

THE COVID-19 CONTAGION HAS NOT STOPPED DRUG PEDDLERS 
FROM TARGETING THEIR PREY. UAE LAW ENFORCEMENT, HOWEVER, 

HAS CAST THE NET WIDER, RESULTING IN THIS YEAR’S BIGGEST 
DRUG BUSTS SO FAR. AT THE SAME TIME, ADDICTS HAVE BEEN GIVEN 

A SECOND CHANCE

ANTI-NARCOTICS
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T
he UAE has not only astonished the 

world with its quick, resilient, and 

innovative response to COVID-19, 

but it has also upped the ante on 

combating the menace of narcotics.

The government of this country 

maintains its unwavering focus on busting 

narcotics rackets, which may be seen 

as ‘the other pandemic’ for the whole 

world. The UAE’s zero-tolerance stance 

on narcotics has not been weakened 

by the amount of attention taken up by 

the coronavirus disease. If anything, the 

government is now even more vigilant, as 

reflected in the recent drug seizures and 

arrests.

Lt General Saif Abdullah Al Sha’far, 

Undersecretary at the Ministry of Interior, 

stressed that a number of initiatives mirror 

the UAE’s fruitful efforts to combat this 

crime. “The MoI dedicates significant 

attention to combating drugs, as per the 

directives of His Highness Lt General 

Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy 

Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, who 

is constantly following up on the activities 

of anti-drug agencies and is keen to 

provide them with the necessary technical, 

financial and human resources, so as to 

enable them to carry out their duties in 

addressing this issue,” he said. 

involved criminals arrested, according 

to Brigadier Saeed Abdullah Tuwair Al 

Suwaidi, Director General of the Federal 

Anti-Narcotics Department at the MoI and 

Deputy Chairman of the Anti-Narcotics 

Council. “The special operation that led to 

the arrest of the drug smugglers serves as 

a testament to the strong resolve of the 

MoI efforts to protect communities from 

the ill-effects of narcotics. In this respect, 

the Ministry is on the winning front in 

achieving its targets, in accordance with 

the national drug control strategy,” he said.

In another case, Dubai Police arrested 

two internationally wanted kingpins, 

accused of smuggling and selling 3 tonnes 

of drugs worth $150 million (Dhs551 

million) in another country. They were 

arrested in two synchronised operations, 

seven days after the police force received 

an Interpol Red Notice. 

According to Lt General Abdullah Khalifa 

Al Marri, Commander-in-Chief of Dubai 

Police, the successful operation was a 

result of the police force’s cooperation 

with Interpol — the common goal of the 

two policing bodies was to dismantle 

organised crime syndicates that wrought 

havoc on society.

Major General Khalil Al Mansouri, 

Assistant Commander-in-Chief of 

Dubai Police’s Criminal Investigation 

Affairs, praised the joint efforts to 

shatter the complex criminal network. 

“After exchanging information with the 

counterpart authorities in another country, 

Dubai Police formed a task force to track 

down the duo,” he said. “A task force of 

officers and members of the Most Wanted 

Department arrested the suspects. 

They were transferred to the competent 

authorities for further legal action.”

These successes prove that while drug 

peddling remains active despite the 

pandemic, the UAE hasn’t slowed down in 

its fight against these racketeers.

ADVOCACY AGAINST DRUGS

Aside from arresting drug peddlers and 

seizing narcotics, the UAE also takes the 

advocacy route for public knowledge, 

aiming to eliminate the buyer base for the 

illegal substances.

It joined other countries on World Drug 

Day (June 20) to raise awareness about 

the adverse physical and societal effects 

of drug addiction. The government 

authorities collaborated with relevant 

institutions to educate teens and families 

about the dangers.

The Ministry of Interior has also 

collaborated with the Ministry of Education 

for a week-long anti-narcotics awareness 

campaign. Attended by over 39,000 

participants, the sessions involved virtual 

workshops that delved into narcotics; the 

health damage associated with substance 

abuse; the basics of early intervention; as 

well as the critical role that educational 

institutions and families play in keeping 

the youth away from drugs.

The country’s multi-pronged approach 

to weeding out narcotics includes the 

mandate of customs authorities. Dubai 

Customs held a regional session under the 

auspices of Ahmed Mahboob Musabih, 

Director General of Dubai Customs, in 

order to share knowledge on how to fight 

drug trafficking with greater efficiency.

With the theme ‘Better Knowledge 

for Better Care’, the workshop put the 

spotlight on the importance of GCC 

countries being connected through a 

unified risk management system. This 

system would foster a higher level of 

security and streamline the efforts against 

drug peddling, including tracking of 

shipments.

“The success of the first workshop urges 

us to organise it annually on the same 

After exchanging 
information 

with the counterpart 
authorities in another 
country, Dubai Police 
formed a task force to 
track down the duo. They 
were transferred to the 

competent 
authorities 
for further 
legal 

action

MAJOR GENERAL KHALIL

AL MANSOURI
Assistant Commander-in-Chief of Dubai Police’s 

Criminal Investigation Affairs

The MoI dedicates 
significant attention 

to combating drugs, as 
per the directives of His 
Highness Lt General Sheikh 
Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Interior, who 

is constantly 
following 
up on the 
activities 
of anti-drug 

agencies 

LT GENERAL SAIF

ABDULLAH AL SHA’FAR
Undersecretary at the Ministry of Interior

The special 
operation that led 

to the arrest of the drug 
smugglers serves as a 
testament to the strong 
resolve of the MoI efforts 
to protect communities 
from the ill-effects of 
narcotics. 
In this 
respect, 
the 
Ministry 
is on the 
winning 
front 

BRIGADIER SAEED ABDULLAH 

TUWAIR AL SUWAIDI
Director General of the Federal Anti-Narcotics 

Department at the MoI and Deputy Chairman of 
the Anti-Narcotics Council

ANTI-NARCOTICS

In June 2020, the 
UAE Ministry of 

Interior reported the 
arrest of drug peddlers 
attempting to smuggle 
25 million Captagon 
pills worth Dhs1.3 
billion into the country 

In June 2020, the Ministry of Interior 

(MoI) reported the arrest of drug peddlers 

attempting to smuggle 25 million 

Captagon pills worth Dhs1.3 billion into 

the country. It was amongst the biggest 

drug busts of this year, with all the 
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date. These events help us exchange 

expertise and knowledge on different 

methods used by smugglers, and feed the 

information banks of the GCC customs 

organisations with the latest technologies 

and methods of fighting this danger and 

intercepting high-risk shipments,” said 

Khalil Saqer bin Gharib, Director of the 

Corporate Communication Department of 

Dubai Customs.

On this front, Lt General Saif Abdullah Al 

Sha’far stressed that these programmes 

enrich knowledge as regards the 

security issues posed by this crime, and 

provided an appropriate environment for 

encouraging addicts to give up drugs. He 

said, “The awareness-raising plans and 

programmes implemented by the ministry 

are intended for all segments of society, 

and they play a significant positive role in 

enhancing public awareness regarding 

community and security issues [as a fallout 

of addiction]. They are also intended to 

encourage addicts to quit using drugs, by 

providing the appropriate environment to 

allow their reintegration into society.”

A ‘CHANCE FOR HOPE’

Recently, the UAE launched a lifeline 

for people battling drug addiction, called 

the ‘Chance for Hope’ service. The 

digital service, launched by Abu Dhabi 

Police — in cooperation with the National 

Rehabilitation Centre (NRC) and the Zayed 

Higher Organisation for the People for 

Determination (ZHO) — aims to promote 

societal partnership to curb illegal 

substance.

The Chance for Hope programme 

offers drug users the opportunity to seek 

treatment for addiction without being 

prosecuted for using drugs. This is in 

accordance with Article 43 of Federal Law 

No. 8 of 2016, which states that “no criminal 

proceedings shall be instituted against any 

abuser of narcotic drugs or psychotropic 

substances who voluntarily presents 

himself, or is presented by a spouse or a 

relative until the second degree, either to 

the Addiction Treatment Unit, the Public 

Prosecution or the Police, requesting 

treatment. The person must remain in the 

Unit until the Committee decides on his or 

her release.”

According to Lt Colonel Taher Al Dhaheri, 

Head of the Organised Crime Combating 

Section at the Criminal Investigation 

Department, Abu Dhabi Police, the Chance 

for Hope initiative aimed to fortify relations 

between the public and the institutions 

involved in fighting drugs.

“The digital service is aimed at providing 

treatment and educational and guidance 

materials about the dangers of drugs 

and how addicts can quit the habit. The 

online service users can benefit from 

the awareness and educational material 

provided and constantly updated on the 

website, and can also request for drug 

addiction treatment,” said Al Dhaheri.

Dr Hamad Al Ghafri, Director General 

of the National Rehabilitation Centre, 

stressed that Chance For Hope was the 

government’s newest effort to assure 

families that hope was within reach, 

especially for their loved ones who 

were having trouble getting out of their 

dependence on illicit substances. “This 

initiative is considered a great example of 

the collaboration between the judiciary, 

the executive, and the rehabilitation 

bodies in the fight against drug abuse,” 

he said.

Article 43 of 
Federal Law No. 

8 of 2016 states that no 
criminal proceedings 
shall be instituted 
against any abuser 
of narcotic drugs or 
psychotropic substances 
who voluntarily presents 
himself, or is presented 
by a spouse or a relative 
until the second degree

ANTI-NARCOTICS

The digital service is 
aimed at providing 

treatment and educational 
and guidance materials 
about the dangers of drugs 
and how 
addicts can 
quit the 
habit

LT COLONEL TAHER

AL DHAHERI
Head of the Organised Crime Combating 

Section at the Criminal Investigation 
Department, Abu Dhabi Police

This initiative 
is considered a 

great example of the 
collaboration between the 
judiciary, the executive, 
and the rehabilitation 

bodies in the 
fight against 
drug abuse

DR HAMAD AL GHAFRI
Director General of the National 

Rehabilitation Centre

HOW IT WORKS

Al Dhaheri noted that this service 

allows anyone to apply for rehabilitation 

programmes with ease, as registration for 

treatment could be done electronically. 

Chance for Hope will be available as a 

mobile app and on the website of Abu 

Dhabi Police. The application can be done 

by drug users themselves, or by their 

family members. Drug users can also call 

request for treatment services by dialling 

8002252.

Chance for Hope can be accessed by 

anyone; partnering with ZHO means 

the service reaches even the People of 

Determination. According to Al Dhaheri, it 

would have the provision of educational 

materials in sign language. “The 

awareness material was altered by the 

Zayed Higher Organisation to suit people 

with special needs, such as people with 

hearing and vision impairment,” he said.

SAFE AND CONFIDENTIAL

The government may have utilised 

technology through Chance for Hope as 

part of its bid to make the UAE drug-free, 

but that doesn’t mean compromising user 

data confidentiality. Officials emphasised 

that thanks to its smart features, the digital 

service ensures full confidentiality and 

strict data security for anyone who wishes 

to apply or register.

According to Al Ghafri of NRC, the digital 

service enables drug users to “change 

their behaviours while protecting their 

human rights.” He added that the service’s 

rehabilitation programmes also guarantee 

recovery of drug users with a low chance 

of relapse. In the data released by the 

NRC, the treatment offered decreased 

the relapse rate by 47 per cent — a much 

lower figure than the global rate of 65 per 

cent. The success rate, the analysis added, 

also stood at 43 per cent nationally as 

compared to 20 per cent globally.
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BY NEIL BIE

THE UAE HAD MADE IT A PRIORITY TO STRENGTHEN ITS HOMEGROWN 
FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN EVEN BEFORE THE PANDEMIC. WITH THE INCREASED 

NEED FOR PREPAREDNESS, THIS STRATEGY IS EVEN MORE CRUCIAL, AS 
THE COUNTRY READIES FOR ITS RUN FOR THE NEXT 50 YEARS

FOOD SECURITY

FARMING
THE

FUTURE

COLUMN

The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior

T
he meeting of the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, 

the UAE founding father, with astronauts in the mid-70s 

had sparked a dream for his nation to reach the space. His 

meeting with the pioneers of the Apollo journey with Dr Farouk 

El-Baz (the Egyptian-American scientist who was part of the NASA 

Moon mission of 1968-1972) was not a fantasy — it was all 

grounded in a reality that reflected the clear vision of a wise 

leader, who lived to shape a better future for his people. 

None of us could have imagined that the 

man who was born and raised in the 

middle of a desert on the Arabian 

Peninsula would pave the way for UAE’s 

milestone in space science. We could not 

have imagined that his vision would 

culminate in the UAE’s launch of the Hope 

Probe to Mars last month, changing the 

scientific landscape of the Arab World.

This confirms, yet again, the UAE’s 

ambitions encompassing all Arab countries, 

making them part of this momentous 

success.

None of this could have been achieved 

without learning from the previous 

experiences of those who had already 

reached space. Therefore, the country sent 

its citizens to study overseas and forged 

strategic partnerships to implement 

important projects related to its space programme. Many amongst 

us have experienced an important event: the first Arab 

spaceflight. We remember the story of the first Arab astronaut, 

Prince Sultan bin Salman Al Saud (a former Royal Saudi Air Force 

pilot), and his flight on the NASA space shuttle Discovery in 1985.

Today, after 35 years, everyone is certain that such 

achievements remain the focus of our wise leaders, who are very 

interested in the positive impact of such milestones on our 

education and research, making us describe space as a gateway 

to the future. 

What we are trying to highlight here, as we talk about the Hope 

Probe, is that reaching space proves our country’s pioneering 

position, as this mission is a continuation of previous efforts and 

FROM DESERT TO SPACE
Maysa Rashed Ghadeer is a 

prominent UAE writer interested in 
local affairs and a former member of 

the Federal National Council (FNC)

research. 

The UAE has promoted space science through the Mohammed 

bin Rashid Space Programme, which supports technical projects 

and advanced scientific research and the National Space Science 

and Technology Centre at the UAE University. The country saw 

the launch of the National Space Programme by His Highness 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, and His Highness 

Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 

Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 

and Deputy Supreme Commander of 

the UAE Armed Forces. Moreover, 

there have been many academic 

projects contributing to the 

development of talent in space 

science.

In the recent restructuring of the 

UAE Government, His Highness 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 

emphasised that the government is 

dealing with a new stage in our 

history, 50 years after the 

establishment of the federation. The 

most important changes were 

witnessed in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), and they included 

appointing a Minister of Artificial 

Intelligence, a Chairman of UAE Space Agency, and a Minister of 

State for Advanced Technology. They shall guide the country’s 

direction and efforts in the field of space. To achieve its projects 

in space, the country needs institutions that can take 

responsibility for research, follow-up, development, and 

implementation.

We should move forward with determination and with the 

cooperation of those who have proven their leadership in this field.

We are confident that the Hope Probe will bring back the 

glory of Arab nations and will instil hope in the souls of people, 

who will definitely realise the importance of education in 

shaping the future with the efforts of Emiratis and a 100 per cent 

Arab aspiration.

With the Hope Probe mission, the extraordinary vision of the late Sheikh 
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan has been realised. Much awaits the UAE — and 
the Arab World — in space science, which will help us create a new future

None of us could 
have imagined that 
the man who was 
born and raised 
in the middle of 
a desert on the 
Arabian Peninsula 
would pave the way 
for UAE’s milestone 
in space science 
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FOOD SECURITY

I
f there’s anything that the COVID-19 

pandemic has taught the world, it is 

that self-reliance in food supply, at least 

in basic food supply, is essential for any 

national crisis management strategy. The 

UAE leadership began working on food 

security long before this contagion struck.

The government has been implementing 

a gradual yet consistent stimulus for 

the country’s agricultural sector. This is 

inspired by the footsteps and guidance of 

the founding father, the late Sheikh Zayed 

bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who prioritised 

agricultural advancement even during his 

time. As the country moves closer to its 

50th anniversary, having taken valuable 

lessons from the pandemic, still more 

HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, during his visit to the 

Fish Farm in Jebel Ali, Dubai
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HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces visits Local Model Farms
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comprehensive support for food security 

over the next 50 years is being integrated 

into the national strategy.

In his recent visit to the Fish Farm at 

Jebel Ali in Dubai, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 

Vice President and Prime Minister of 

the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, witnessed 

how the Fish Farm, set up in 2013, has 

incorporated many state-of-the-art 

technologies on marine fish breeding and 

hatchery facilities. This fishery manages 

to produce around 3,000 tonnes of 

organic fish every year.

HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid said, 

“Food is a strategic commodity and we 

look to young Emiratis to propose new 

ideas and projects to help further enhance 

food production. We have a clear strategy 

and sufficient resources to achieve our 

objectives. We are confident that we can 

generate practical solutions to achieve 

self-sufficiency.”

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, 

stated that the UAE never faltered 

in providing food for all its residents 

and citizens during the height of the 

coronavirus pandemic. His Highness 

acknowledged the efforts of those 

working behind the scenes to ensure that 

the food supply chain in the country kept 

moving without disruptions.

“We are fortunate to have this level of 

expertise working tirelessly in this field 

that is currently challenged globally. We 

want to assure the people of the UAE that 

the food supply chain was not and will not 

be disrupted,” said His Highness.

Her Excellency Mariam bint Mohammed 

Almheiri, Minister of State for Food and 

Water Security, said that the country 

already enjoys bountiful harvests but 

would proactively find ways to diversify 

its food sources and become a hub for 

the worldwide food trade as well. “Many 

people do not realise that the UAE 

grows much food. These foods are not 

only delicious because they are fresh, 

but they are also full of nutrients. We 

encourage the public to buy locally. The 

UAE will work on projects to promote 

food security, such as e-shopping, 

planning to diversify food import sources, 

applying strict controls on food quality 

and security, and increasing exports to 

boost the UAE’s position as a global hub 

for food trade,” said the minister.

SUPPORT FOR FARMERS

HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed recently 

visited several farms to monitor the 

progress of youth-owned model farms 

in the emirate of Abu Dhabi. There, His 

Highness witnessed how the youth have 

an active role in developing ambitious 

yet achievable projects that blend latest 

technologies with time-tested agricultural 

best practices.

“The late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al 

Nahyan attached great importance to 

agriculture. He supported it and did not 

Food is a strategic commodity and 
we look to young Emiratis to propose new 
ideas and projects to help further enhance 
food production. We are confident that we 
can generate practical solutions to achieve 
self-sufficiency

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai

We are fortunate to have this level 
of expertise working tirelessly in 

this field that is currently challenged 
globally. We want to assure the people 
of the UAE that the food supply chain 
was not and will not be disrupted

HH SHEIKH MOHAMED BIN ZAYED AL NAHYAN
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and

Deputy Supreme Commander of the  UAE Armed Forces

We encourage the 
public to buy locally. 

The UAE will work on 
projects to promote food 
security to boost 
the UAE’s 
position as a 
global hub 
for food 
trade

MARIAM BINT MOHAMMED

AL MUHAIRI
Minister of State for Food and Water Security
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FOOD SECURITY

listen to those who thought agriculture had 

no future in the UAE. He was a visionary 

and always believed that agriculture is 

the backbone of any society. President 

His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al 

Nahyan has continued that approach and 

is providing full support and incentives to 

the farmers to develop their agricultural 

projects,” affirmed His Highness.

The UAE believes that food security 

depends on the work done by frontliners 

in the fields. In support of these food 

frontliners, the Abu Dhabi Agriculture 

and Food Safety Authority (ADAFSA) 

announced in June 2020 that it has 

provided a Dhs641 million support package 

for Abu Dhabi’s farmers, livestock breeders, 

and others engaged in agriculture. 

“This [support package for farmers] 

translates the great attention paid 

by our wise leadership to improve 

the quality of life and support the 

agricultural sector. It also comes in line 

with the direct follow-up of HH Sheikh 

Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy 

Prime Minister, Minister of Presidential 

Affairs and Chairman of ADAFSA, of the 

efforts made by ADAFSA to advance 

the agricultural and food sector; create 

a world-leading food security system; 

enhance the competitiveness and 

productivity of the emirate’s agricultural 

sector; [help] local farmers to apply the 

best agricultural practices and use the 

latest techniques; and increase crop 

and animal production, thus providing 

the local market with fresh, safe and 

globally competitive local produce,” said 

Saeed Al Bahri Salem Al Ameri, Director 

General, ADAFSA.

BOOSTING PRODUCTION

Abu Dhabi also witnessed the first 

shipment of some 4,500 Holstein cows, 

which are considered amongst the best 

breeds for milk production. Almheiri 

lauded the arrival of the shipment last 

July, stating that this is an important step 

towards meeting present and future needs 

of the country.

“The arrival of the first Holstein breeds 

shipment is a perfect step in strengthening 

the country’s efforts to enhance local 

production and place it in all UAE markets. 

The wise leadership devotes the utmost 

importance to increasing local food 

production, by enhancing cooperation and 

partnerships with various relevant local 

and global entities, within the framework 

of the National Food Security Strategy,” 

she said.

ADAFSA projects an increase of 16 per 

cent or a total target of 694,110 tonnes 

of both livestock and crop productions 

by the end of 2020. This marks a huge 

improvement on the 2019 figure of 6 per 

cent production growth. 

Residents are also contributing to local 

UAE produce in their own way, with some 

starting to grow food in their backyards. 

Abu Dhabi resident Jessie Intendencia 

began planting leafy greens on his 

This support 
package for farmers 

translates the great 
attention paid by our wise 
leadership to improve 
the quality of life and 
support the 
agricultural 
sector

SAEED AL BAHRI SALEM

AL AMERI
Director General of the Abu Dhabi Agriculture 

and Food Safety Authority 

ADAFSA projects an increase of 16 per cent or a 
total target of 694,110 tonnes of both livestock 

and crop productions by the end of 2020. This marks 
a huge improvement on the 2019 figure of 6 per cent 
production growth
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FOOD SECURITY

The strategy of the 
emirate of Sharjah 

and the infrastructure 
for food security and its 
logistical mechanisms 
led to the readiness of 
the emirate of Sharjah 
in facing 
challenges 
during the 
current 
period

ABDULLAH SULTAN AL OWAIS
Chairman of Sharjah Chamber of

Commerce and Industry

villa’s garden grounds and now reaps 

harvests of different vegetables to feed 

his loved ones. “When I arrived in the 

UAE many years ago, I started to cultivate 

these vegetables in my backyard. While 

other people stated that this would be 

a challenge due to the UAE’s weather 

conditions, I persevered by giving all 

these plants extra care, and now I harvest 

vegetables regularly from my home,” said 

Intendencia.

FLOURISHING FISHERIES

During His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Rashid’s visit to the Fish Farm, Almheiri 

noted that the country’s aquaculture 

sector is an efficient source of high-value 

protein, adding that the sector would 

continue to grow with full support from 

the UAE government with the launch of 

the Aquaculture Pulse 2020 document. 

She said, “The aquaculture sector offers 

promising opportunities to increase local 

food production. The government has 

worked to facilitate investments in the 

sector, in partnership with various local 

and international entities.”

“The newly launched Aquaculture Pulse 

2020 [is meant] to attract investment 

opportunities in the field. The document 

is set to be periodically updated to reflect 

the changes in the industry and is set to 

serve as a reference point, outlining and 

evaluating investment opportunities in the 

local aquaculture sector,” the Minister of 

Food and Water Security added.

BOLSTERING PARTNERSHIPS

Other emirates in the UAE have also 

engaged in strategic partnerships to 

ensure permanent food security for their 

entire populations.

In a recent meeting between Almheiri 

and representatives of all seven emirates, 

it was assured that the entire country 

is working to fulfil the UAE’s goal of 

adequate food supply in the country, not 

only during the COVID-19 pandemic, but 

also for decades to come.

Abdullah Sultan Al Owais, Chairman, 

Sharjah Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, confirmed in May 2020 that 

food sector companies in the emirate 

had more than enough supplies of both 

perishable and semi-perishable goods for 

months to come. 

“Through our constant follow-up 

with all members and affiliates from 

companies operating in the food sector, 

it was found that the strategic stockpiles 

of goods and basic materials is sufficient 

to last for long periods, in addition 

to the daily activity of importing from 

international markets to significantly 

increase this stock,” he said. “The 

strategy of the emirate of Sharjah and 

the infrastructure for food security 

and its logistical mechanisms led to 

the readiness of the emirate in facing 

challenges during the current period, 

and its complete preparedness to deal 

with them.”
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BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

MISINFORMATION IS ONE OF THE MAJOR 
ROADBLOCKS IN THE WORLD’S INTENSIVE FIGHT 

AGAINST THE CONTAGION. 999 SEPARATES THE RIGHT 
FROM THE WRONG WITH THE HELP OF EXPERTS 
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A 
Dubai resident recently ended 

up burning his money — literally 

— after he had the banknotes 

heated on the microwave, apparently 

to remove any specks of the novel 

coronavirus. According to Dubai Police, 

he washed the banknotes with water and 

then zapped them on the appliance.

In another incident, the authorities said 

that a resident burned his banknotes after 

placing them under a glass plate directly 

under the sunlight to disinfect them. The 

curvature of the plate turned the sun rays 

into a focused beam of extreme heat and 

set fire to the paper money. 

These residents believed posts 

circulating on the web, claiming 

that exposure to sunlight and high 

temperatures could protect people from 

COVID-19 and sanitise items harbouring 

the coronavirus. The truth is, while sunlight 

does have general disinfecting properties, 

there’s no proof that it can kill the novel 

coronavirus sticking to the surface of 

everyday items. 

These two UAE residents are not the 

first victims of misinformation surrounding 

the pandemic. From conspiracy theories 

to alleged cures, fake news and rumours 

related to COVID-19 have duped 

thousands — so much so, that it has 

alarmed governments, authorities, and 

other international organisations across 

the globe.

At the onset of the pandemic, the Ministry 

of Interior urges people to act responsibly 

amidst the outbreak, as circulating rumours 

can trigger fear and unnecessary panic 

amongst members of society. 

UAE Attorney General Dr Hamad 

Al Shamsi underscored that “these 

purveyors of misinformation undermine 

the security and stability of society, 

spreading fear and panic amongst 

residents and citizens and causing a 

menace to the progress of the UAE”.

Now that we are in the age of 

digitalisation, where anyone can post 

any type of information without a shred 

to evidence to back up their claims, it 

is beyond crucial to separate fact from 

fiction, and rely only on the facts that have 

been officially verified.

In April 2020, United Nations Secretary 

General Antonio Guterres said that 

misinformation was today’s “dangerous 

epidemic”. He said, “As the world fights the 

deadly COVID-19 pandemic, we are also 

seeing another epidemic, a dangerous 

epidemic of misinformation. Falsehoods 

are filling the airwaves. Wild conspiracy 

theories are infecting the Internet. The 

world must unite against this disease, too.”

Guy Berger, Director for Policies and 

Strategies regarding Communication and 

Information, UN Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), 

These purveyors 
of misinformation 

undermine the security 
and stability of society, 
spreading fear and panic 
amongst residents and 
citizens and 
causing a 
menace 
to the 
progress 
of the UAE

DR HAMAD AL SHAMSI 
UAE Attorney General

The Ministry of 
Interior urges 

people to act responsibly 
amidst the outbreak, 
as circulating rumours 
can trigger fear and 
unnecessary panic 
amongst members of 
society

PUBLIC HEALTH

In April 2020, 
the country 

announced that 
any person who 
shares medical 
information about 
the coronavirus that 
contradicts official 
statements will be 
fined up to Dhs20,000

said that COVID-19 rumours pose a grave 

threat to the world’s fight against the 

disease, as “repeated and amplified” lies 

could bury truthful information that might 

help save lives. “The big risk is that any 

single falsehood that gains traction can 

negate the significance of a body of true 

facts. When disinformation is repeated 

and amplified, the grave danger is that 

information which is based on truth ends 

up having only marginal impact,” he said.

Doctors, too, are concerned about the 

increasing misinformation surrounding the 

disease; some of them have noted that 

this could endanger lives.

Dr Aileen Villanueva, General Practitioner 

at the Abu Dhabi-based private hospital 

group Mediclinic Middle East, said that 

the pandemic could only be handled 

right if people were “correctly informed.” 

She said, “Misleading information can be 

dangerous; it could affect human behaviour 

in a way that adds to fear and anxiety, 

which many people around the world are 

now suffering from. If people are fully and 

correctly informed about the pandemic, the 

virus will be handled correctly in terms of 

precautionary measures.”

SEVERE PENALTY FOR FAKE NEWS

The UAE has always been steadfast 

in its commitment to the health and 

well-being of its citizens and residents, 

implementing measures and initiatives 

to efficiently combat the spread of 

COVID-19 in the UAE, and also to give 

people access to enough information and 

support. However, officials recognise that 

even the greatest strategies could be 

thwarted if the general public continued 

to believe fake news and rumours.

In April 2020, the country announced 

that any person who shares medical 

information about the coronavirus that 

contradicts official statements will be fined 

up to Dhs20,000. 

Meanwhile, the Abu Dhabi Police 

Criminal Investigation Department 

detected misleading and fictitious audio 

and video clips circulating on social 

media about the degree of the contagion, 

including an exaggerated number of 

cases; COVID-19 patients allegedly fainting 

at metro stations; and infected individuals 

being rolled out on stretchers at malls. 

According to the UAE Attorney General, 

these videos had no truth in them and 

had been debunked by experts and the 

authorities. He asked the public to stop 

sharing such content.

Dubai Police have also warned the 

public against spreading unverified 

or deliberately fake COVID-19 news. 

“Any information that can demean the 

name and security of the country is 

very dangerous; the punishment is very 

high. It is a national security threat,” said 

Dubai Police spokesperson Lt Khalid 

Mohammed Banasser.

Government agencies have also started 

reaching out to the community in order 

to provide them with reliable information 

about the disease — from prevention to 

recovery. The Dubai Health Authority is 

on Twitter to provide accurate information 

through the campaign #AskDXBdoctor. 

“This platform, #AskDXBdoctor, provides 

another important channel to open 

dialogue between our doctors and 

the public in order to share reliable 

information about the virus and answer all 

COVID-19 related concerns,” said Abdullah 

Juma, Director of Institutional Marketing 

and Communications Department at DHA.

Any information 
that can demean 

the name and security 
of the country is 
very dangerous; the 
punishment 
is very 
high. It is 
a national 
security 
threat

LIEUTENANT KHALID 

MOHAMMED BANASSER 
Dubai Police spokesperson 

#AskDXBdoctor provides 
another important 
channel to open dialogue 
between our doctors and 
the public in order to 
share reliable information 
about the virus and 
answer all COVID-19 
related concerns
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PUBLIC HEALTH

Various organisations are combating fake news by regularly producing 
accurate content, founded on evolving scientific findings. Eminent 

experts have also spoken out against these myths. 

Antibiotics and some drugs can cure or prevent COVID-19?
There have been various drug trials for COVID-19, but the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) said that there was still no concrete proof that any drug 

available — such as hydroxychloroquine — could cure or prevent the disease.

Dr Farida Al Hosani, official spokesperson for the UAE health sector, said that people should 

refrain from believing that drugs like aspirin could be used to treat this viral infection.

As for the efficacy of antibiotics, WHO said that such drugs only worked against bacteria, not 

against viruses like SARS-CoV-2, the one causing COVID-19.

Temperatures higher than 25°C can protect you from 
COVID-19?

This rumour, which has victimised residents in Dubai, has been 

debunked. WHO said that people could get infected regardless of the 

weather, and that even countries with hot climate have reported cases of COVID-19.

Lieutenant Ahmed Mohammed Saleh Al Janahi, from the Documentation Section of 

the General Department of Criminal Evidence and Criminology at Dubai Police, said 

that if people wanted to sterilise their money, they should only spray it with a sufficient 

amount of alcohol-based sanitisers. He also noted that washing and disinfecting hands 

after holding any object was always the best defence against COVID-19.

Being able to hold your breath means you’re COVID-19 free?
Posts and articles on social media have advised home tests to determine 

if you have COVID-19. According to a post, if you can hold your breath for 

10 seconds or more without coughing or feeling discomfort, then you do 

not have the disease. However, WHO said that a breathing test could not confirm being 

infection-free, and that the only effective way was getting tested through official methods.

“We should be careful about this kind of information. In the field of medicine, we rely on 

evidence-based data in order to improve patients’ outcome,” said Villanueva, commenting 

on this particular rumour.

MYTH

1

MYTH

3

MYTH

2

People should wear masks even when exercising?
While it is generally advisable to wear a face mask whenever 

possible, it is unwise to wear it when doing strenuous 

exercises. According to WHO, sweat can lead to moisture 

buildup inside the mask very quickly, making it easier for micro-organisms to 

grow. Instead, it is better to maintain physical distance from others who are 

exercising. However, the ideal way to stay safe is to work out at home.

Cats and dogs spread coronavirus?
While there have been reports of cats and dogs being infected with 

COVID-19, there’s no conclusive evidence to show that they can also 

transmit the disease to humans. According to Jonathan Ball, a molecular 

virology professor at the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom, the pandemic had 

so far only been driven by humans.

“We have to differentiate between real infection and just detecting the presence 

of the virus. I still think it’s questionable how relevant [infection in animals] is to the 

human outbreak, as most of the global outbreak has been driven by human-to-human 

transmission,” he said.

Most people who get COVID-19 hardly recover?
According to data released by Johns Hopkins University, United 

States, the percentage of COVID-19 recoveries stands at 55.9%, as 

of July 16. In the UAE, the government is winning the fight against the 

disease with 84.5% COVID-19 recovery rate on the same date.

In addition, the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention stressed that 80.9 

per cent of COVID-19 cases were mild — meaning fever, cough, a sore throat, tiredness, 

and shortness of breath. 

Spraying or ingesting disinfectant into your body will cure 
COVID-19?

Experts noted that no one should put disinfectants into his/her body. 

According to Dr Robert Glatter, an emergency physician at Lenox Hill 

Hospital in New York City, there is “absolutely no merit or any medical evidence” 

that would recommend ingesting disinfectant, especially as it could potentially cause 

severe damage.

Reckitt Benckiser Group (RB), a company that manufactures disinfectants, also issued 

a statement against injecting the substances into the body. “We must be clear that 

under no circumstance should our disinfectant products be administered into the 

human body (through injection, ingestion or any other route),” it said.
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Vaccines against pneumonia is COVID-19 
antidote?

According to WHO, pneumonia vaccines such as 

pneumococcal vaccine and Haemophilus influenza type B (HiB) 

vaccine could not protect humans against COVID-19. It noted that 

SARS-CoV-2 is new, the reason it needed its own vaccine, which is 

already being developed by researchers across the globe.

5G mobile networks spread COVID-19?
Several conspiracy theorists believe that 5G mobile 

telecommunications masts are linked to the rapid spread of 

COVID-19, claiming that they decrease immunity, are capable of 

carrying the virus, and can cause symptoms related to the disease.

Dr Roberto Colon, Vice President of Quality and Safety at American nonprofit 

healthcare system Premier Health, said that such a claim was a “really big 

stretch” and that no shred of evidence existed to support it. “There is absolutely 

no connection between any of the cell signals, any kind of electronic device, 

and propagation of viral illness. Most of the electromagnetic signals that are put 

out by any of those towers are too weak to cause any immune system damage,” 

he said.

WHO said that viruses could not travel on radio waves and mobile networks, 

and stressed that COVID-19 was also spreading in many nations that did not 

have 5G mobile networks.

Only the elderly and people with chronic 
illnesses can be infected by COVID-19?

While it is true that people aged over 65 or those with underlying illness 

are more vulnerable to contracting COVID-19, that doesn’t mean others 

are not at risk. This is proven by news stories about babies, teenagers, 

and young adults being infected by the disease.

Experts say that people should not be complacent just because they 

don’t come under the high-risk groups. WHO said that people of all ages 

should take safety measures to protect themselves, such as “following 

good hand and good respiratory hygiene”.

MYTH
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PUBLIC HEALTH MENTAL HEALTH

A SHOT OF A SHOT OF 
POSITIVITYPOSITIVITY

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND THE UPENDING OF MODERN LIFE 
ARE AS BAD FOR THE HUMAN MIND AS THEY ARE FOR THE 

BODY. IN THE UAE, THERE’S HELP ALMOST EVERYWHERE TO 
SAFEGUARD THE COMMUNITY’S MENTAL WELLBEING

BY NEIL BIE
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MENTAL HEALTH

T
he spread of the novel coronavirus 

across the world is a public health 

crisis in more ways than one — 

while everyone tracks the number of 

infections and deaths, there are people 

whose deteriorating mental condition also 

needs attention.

The pandemic and the lockdown in 

several countries have resulted in fear, 

confusion, financial instability, and for 

some, loneliness. Now most societies have 

begun moving on the road to an economic 

recovery, but millions of people are far from 

recovering their courage and confidence.

Taking note of the mental health crisis, 

the World Health Organisation (WHO) 

recently advised nations to act swiftly. 

“The impact of the pandemic on people’s 

mental health is already extremely 

concerning,” said Dr Tedros Adhanom 

Ghebreyesus, WHO Director General. He 

explained that the social isolation, fear of 

contagion, and loss of family members 

were made worse by the distress caused 

by the loss of income. 

Specific population groups — frontline 

health care workers; children and 

adolescents; women juggling home-

schooling, work from home, and 

household tasks — are at particular risk 

of COVID-related psychological distress, 

according to the international public health 

body. A study in an African country in April 

2020, for example, showed a three-fold 

increase in the prevalence of depression 

symptoms compared to estimates before 

the epidemic. 

STROKES OF RELIEF

Sarah, a British expat working as an 

event executive in Abu Dhabi, was not 

only scared of the spread of COVID-19 

both in the UAE and back at her home 

country, but she also feared for her career 

in view of the restrictions imposed on 

public gatherings. Her fears were realised 

when her company announced that they 

were closing down for the season due to a 

lack of revenue.

Thanks to “Let’s Support, Together” 

campaign, a live mental health advice from 

seasoned experts in the country which 

is aired daily online, as part of the UAE’s 

National Programme for Happiness and 

Wellbeing initiative, Sarah received help 

from an expert regarding her case, and 

while her search for a new job or career is 

ongoing, she is currently maximising her 

time with her two children as a full-time 

mom. She said, “A specialist from the 

programme suggested to look at things 

from a new perspective, and to see this as 

an opportunity to spend more time with 

my kids — and she’s right. Now, with the 

distance learning and all, I can help guide 

them through lessons, which has helped 

relieve my worries. We have also done 

wise spending and budgeting to ensure 

that we have enough funds in the next four 

to six months.”

Meanwhile, medical frontliners are a 

group that feels a high level of stress and 

anxiety about their constant exposure 

to the virus. Mervat Aslan Mohamed, a 

frontliner working at a hospital in Abu 

Dhabi, expressed her worries over the 

increased risks of contracting the virus 

and affecting those she loves the most. 

“Since we’re exposed to many patients 

every day, we run the risk of getting 

infected ourselves if we aren’t careful 

enough to wear personal protective 

equipment (PPE) and follow proper health 

protocols. Due to my daily exposure to 

patients with various illnesses, I share the 

common worries of all frontliners across 

the world that we may carry with us the 

virus when we go home and infect our 

own individual families,” said Mervat.

While worries about contracting the 

virus would, for a time, become part of 

her profession, her hospital, combined 

with the national efforts in the UAE, put 

her mind at ease knowing that she was 

well taken care of. “As one of the frontline 

soldiers in this battle, I’m thankful to 

my hospital and the UAE government’s 

committed efforts in curbing the spread 

of the coronavirus in the country. The 

UAE government has dedicatedly initiated 

many programmes that ensure the health 

and safety of the UAE citizens, residents, 

and frontliners like us — and we’re all 

highly grateful,” Mervat told 999.

UAE’S COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE

The UAE prepared itself months ago, 

as the country’s authorities had foreseen 

that isolation and restrictions might have 

a psycho-social impact on people in the 

country. It launched initiatives and hotlines 

for those in need of assistance, so that they 

don’t feel alone during this time.

“The UAE has attached great importance 

to mental health, in line with the directives 

of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 

Dubai, and His Highness Sheikh Mohamed 

bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu 

Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander 

of the UAE Armed Forces, to give priority to 

quality of life and to the health and safety of 

the community members,” said HE Ohood 

bint Khalfan Al Roumi, Minister of State for 

Government Development and The Future.

In the onset of COVID-19 spread, the 

UAE’s National Programme for Happiness 

and Wellbeing launched a campaign titled 

the ‘National Campaign for Mental Support’, 

comprising three key components:

• “Let’s Support, Together”, which 

provides live mental health advice from 

seasoned experts in the country, aired 

daily online; 

• “Let’s Reassure, Together”, which 

compiles videos raising awareness on 

helping citizens and residents build 

mental resilience and learn coping skills; 

• “Let’s Talk Together”, which allays fears 

through virtual support groups and 

with the participation of vulnerable 

community segments, such as elderly 

caregivers, students, mothers, and more. 

Dr Aninna Marine Chacko, general 

practitioner at the Golden Sands Medical 

Centre, said that she had seen a reaction 

similar to Sarah’s in many of the patients 

CHANGE THE WAY YOU THINK

To cope with pandemic-related anxiety, Dr Mohanned Abdallah, Specialist Family 

Medicine & Medical Director at the NMC Royal Medical Centre, suggests looking at 

things from a positive perspective. His suggestions:

TAKE A STEP BACK AND ANALYSE YOUR THOUGHT PATTERN. Negative thoughts 

can take root in your mind and distort the severity of the situation. One way is to 

challenge your fears, ask if they are true, and see where you can take back control. 

PRACTISE FOCUSED, DEEP BREATHING. Breathe in 4 counts and breathe out 4 

counts for 5 minutes. By this, you will slow your heart rate, which should help calm you 

down. 

USE AROMATHERAPY. Whether it’s in the form of oil, incense, or a candle —scents 

like lavender or chamomile can be very soothing. Aromatherapy is thought to help 

activate certain receptors in your brain that ease anxiety. 

DO 15 MINUTES OF YOGA. Taking some time to focus on your body and not your 

mind may help relieve your anxiety.

WRITE DOWN YOUR THOUGHTS. Writing down what is making you anxious gets it 

out of your head and can make it less daunting. 

who consulted her in recent times. “What 

I’ve observed amongst many patients since 

the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic is 

that many of them feel anxious due to the 

fear of being infected by the coronavirus. 

Then, there are some patients who become 

depressed because of the economic 

challenges that come with the pandemic, 

combined with the realisation that we are 

and we will be in this situation for quite 

some time until COVID-19 vaccines are 

discovered and administered to the general 

public. They anticipate that it might take a 

few more months before we can go back to 

our normal way of life, and this creates fear, 

stress, anxiety, and depression in many 

people,” said Dr Chacko.

Commenting on the UAE’s pro-active 

measures to mitigate anxiety amongst 

the public, Dr Mohanned Abdallah, 

Specialist Family Medicine & Medical 

Director at the NMC Royal Medical Centre 

in Shahama, said, “The current crisis can 

bring opportunities for personal growth 

and family cohesion; at the same time, it 

can bring fear of the unknown and anxiety 

to many. Fortunately, the UAE government 

and health authorities have made 

impressive efforts to help ease life amidst 

the COVID-19 pandemic.”

Apart from this, the UAE has also 

introduced a ‘Mental Support 

Line’ 800HOPE (800-4673) that 

residents can contact if they 

need psychological 

The UAE has 
attached great 
importance to 

mental health, in line with 
the directives 
of our leaders 
to give 
priority to 
quality of life

HE OHOOD BINT KHALFAN

AL ROUMI
Minister of State for Government Development 

and The Future

The current 
crisis can bring 

opportunities for personal 
growth and family 

cohesion; at the 
same time, 
it can bring 
fear of the 
unknown and 

anxiety to 
many

DR MOHANNED ABDALLAH
Specialist Family Medicine & Medical Director
at the NMC Royal Medical Centre in Shahama

Mervat Aslan Mohamed, a medical frontliner 

working at a hospital in Abu Dhabi
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counselling and support. The hotline has 

the participation of volunteer mental health 

experts, consultants, and specialists, who 

provide services through phone calls both 

in Arabic and English, with some even 

extending their services to WhatsApp.

IMPROVING SOCIAL BONDS

The Mohammed bin Rashid University 

of Medicine and Health Sciences (MBRU) 

has launched an online course, titled ‘Find 

Your Light’, in partnership with the National 

Programme for Happiness and Wellbeing. 

This initiative promotes the values 

compassion and sincere concern for others 

through a course backed by several mental 

health specialists in the country.

“The course ‘Find Your Light’ inspires 

social solidarity and encourages the 

inherent values of compassion in society to 

overcome the on-going pandemic, using a 

unique learning track to provide innovative 

tools and guidance to participants and 

contributors to help improve social mental 

health,” said Aziz Al Amri, Executive 

Director of the National Programme for 

Happiness and Wellbeing.

The Ministry of Community Development 

(MoCD) launched a specialised counselling 

hotline specifically for families. Called 

‘Taaluf’, this is a free family counselling 

service that provides four channels of 

In the end, we all 
have mental health, 

we have a responsibility 
to take care of it — but 
we need each 
other to make 
it happen

DR ANINNA MARINE CHACKO
General Practitioner at the

Golden Sands Medical Centre

access. These include the Taaluf hotline 

800623 (9am to 9pm except Fridays and 

Saturdays); WhatsApp video calls; the 

MoCD website; and the ministry’s official 

Instagram account, which has done several 

weekly livestreams for Taaluf to discuss 

topics on family concerns in the UAE.

“As a doctor on the frontlines of this 

unprecedented pandemic, I think 

these are remarkable initiatives by 

the government to support the mental 

health of vulnerable people during 

the coronavirus outbreak. In the end, 

we all have mental health, we have a 

responsibility to take care of it — but we 

need each other to make it happen,” said 

Dr Chacko.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Dr Chacko shared that one important 

thing that residents who feel anxious 

should do is to make a phone call, get in 

touch with people they love the most, and 

get their feelings off their chest.

“We encourage members of the 

community to take time to reach out to 

family and friends through calls, messages, 

or casual virtual meet-ups. Share 

experiences with them and communicate 

how you feel. Families and friends are 

support groups who know you well and 

whose opinions and suggestions matter. 

Constant and open communication will 

help weather the changes and challenges 

that we all are facing in this trying time,” 

she said.

The UAE has also 
introduced a ‘Mental 
Support Line’ 
800HOPE 
(800-4673) that 
residents can 
contact if they 
need psychological 
counselling and 
support

The course ‘Find 
Your Light’ inspires 

social solidarity and 
encourages the inherent 
values of compassion in 
society to overcome the 
on-going pandemic, using 
a unique learning track 
to provide guidance to 
participants

MENTAL HEALTH CAREER

SUCCESS HACKS
FOR SHY
PROFESSIONALS
THE DETERMINING FACTOR FOR PROFESSIONAL 
TRIUMPH IS NOT THE BEST GRADES OR THE 
HIGHEST IQ; IT IS FLUENCY IN COMMUNICATION. 
BUT WHAT IF YOU’RE TOO SHY TO EVEN START 
TALKING? 999 SHOWS THE WAY TO MARKET 
YOURSELF LIKE A PRO

BY JAMILLE DOMINGO
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M
any amongst us have been led 

to believe from a young age 

that success is measured by 

achieving good grades or possessing a 

high IQ. In school, class toppers are often 

deemed mostly likely to succeed in life.

However, these academic achievers, 

more often than not, do not become 

standout high-fliers. Many of them may get 

good jobs and a stable life, but they do 

not necessarily succeed in a way that their 

name leaves a mark in their industry. In a 

study conducted by a Boston University 

professor in 1995, which followed 

81 valedictorians 14 years after their 

graduation, the research showed that none 

of them went on to change the status quo 

in the fields where they worked.

Not even being a genius gets you a sure 

spot at the front row of major achievers, 

according to Daniel Goleman, clinical 

psychologist and author of the bestselling 

book Emotional Intelligence. He said that 

while it could ensure scholastic victory, 

it would matter little as you go into the 

real world and enter the competitive 

professional arena.

If it’s not good grades and a high IQ, 

what then is the one thing that can 

actually guarantee success? Apparently, 

it’s the ability to communicate, according 

to New Perspective Media Group CEO 

and Managing Director Dr Karen Remo.

“Up to 95% of people say they have 

been shy at some point, according 

to psychologist experts Bernardo J. 

Carducci and Susan Golant in their book 

“Shyness: Understanding, Hope, and 

Healing”.  Shyness is a learned behaviour, 

no one is born with a shy gene. The good 

news is that whatever is learned can be 

unlearned. Your communication skills 

have a direct impact on your success. 

Everybody wants to be successful. 

Everybody wants to live a comfortable 

life. Since we all want that, we should all 

develop communication skills. The ability 

to communicate can bridge the gap 

between you and success,” she said at a 

webinar held on June 18, titled ‘How to 

Market and Sell Like a Pro When You’re 

Shy’, organised by Far Eastern University.

She noted that fear is often the only 

thing that stands between a person and 

practising good communication skills, 

adding that in a study by Chapman 

University researchers in 2014, it was 

revealed that public speaking was the 

biggest phobia in the United States, with 

25.3 per cent respondents saying they 

were afraid to speak in front of a crowd.

In addition, data released by Google 

Trends—which analyses the popularity 

of top search queries in Google Search 

across various countries—show that the 

UAE ranks 17th among top countries 

that search the word “shyness”. The top 

five include Ghana, Uganda, Mauritius, 

Nigeria Kenya.

In terms of the phrase “how to be 

confident,” Google Trends ranks the 

UAE as the 13th top country searching 

information about this query—while the 

first five include Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, 

South Africa, and Nigeria. Such data 

prove that there is a need to overcome 

shyness and boost more confidence.

So how do you attain your well-

deserved success despite being shy? Dr 

Remo has these tips:

MASTER THE ART OF SELLING

Dr Remo said that all professionals must 

learn how to sell if they want their careers 

and business to see an upswing. To 

achieve this, there needs to be mastery 

in communication skills, superb customer 

service, and of course, passion.

She said that mastering communication 

skills starts with yourself. How you talk 

to yourself will determine how others 

will perceive you, she emphasised, a 

reason she underscored the importance 

of developing self-esteem. “The mind is 

a muscle, so whatever you put in there, 

it will absorb. Listen to podcasts that are 

positive, stay away from toxic people, 

and read books. Whatever you surround 

yourself with will influence your thoughts, 

your work habits and your way of living,” 

she said.

Another way to confidently sell is to 

focus on customers. Dr Remo said that 

when you are very enthusiastic in serving 

the needs of your customer, you forget 

yourself, the way you look, or even 

how shy you are. The actual product 

or service that you offer becomes your 

communication tool. “When you focus 

your energy on serving the needs of your 

customer, you are on your way to success. 

Your customer can be your boss, someone 

who buys from your business, your 

spouse, or your kids. Focus on their needs 

and you can eliminate shyness,” she said.

Lastly, passion is the one thing that can 

guarantee success in selling. According 

to Dr Remo, you can market a product, a 

service, or an idea, if it is something that 

you strongly believe in — a reason why it 

is important to determine ahead the field 

or the industry that you want to focus on.

“Everyone is selling most of the time. If 

you are a mom, you’re selling the idea of 

eating vegetables to your kids. If you are 

a government official, you’re selling your 

platform to your constituents. If you are a 

boss, you’re selling ambition to your people. 

If you are a spiritual leader, you’re selling 

your religious doctrines. Sell something that 

you strongly believe in, and you will crack 

the code to success,” she said.

INCREASE REAL-LIFE PRACTICE

Dr Remo believes 

that science can be an 

important tool to achieve 

professional feat. She 

said that utilising the 

law of large number 

in your favour can 

help bridge the gap 

between where you 

are now and the 

goals you wish to attain.

The law of large number states that 

when you do something often enough, a 

ratio will begin to appear; a professional 

has to understand the ratio of his/

her current ability. Citing the success 

of The Filipino Times, the largest free 

newspaper in the UAE published by NPM 

Group, Dr Remo said that the publication 

has achieved 4.5 million viewership 

on their website simply because they 

release more stories, thereby increasing 

their chances of online readership.

“You will be doing a lot of things in 

your career, and many of them seem 

meaningless. Let me tell you that they 

are, in fact, helpful. Do not feel bad if 

you’re just getting 10 to 20 per cent 

success ratio. That is just how it works. 

It’s science. The universe has already 

created these laws; you just have to keep 

trying and doing more,” she said.

This, the CEO noted, rings true in 

communication, emphasising that 

mastering verbal fluency involves a lot 

of talking to more people. “The key to 

CAREER

Overall, fear of 
public speaking is 
America’s biggest 
phobia - 25.3 
percent say they 
fear speaking in 
front of a crowd.
Chapman University Survey on 
American Fears, 2014

What are you so afraid of?

Democracy Dies in Darkness

PUBLIC SPEAKING

HEIGHTS

BUGS, SNAKES,
OTHER ANIMALS

DROWNING

BLOOD / NEEDLES

CLAUSTROPHOBIA

FLYING

STRANGERS

ZOMBIES

DARKNESS

CLOWNS

GHOSTS

0%

WASHINGTONPOST.COM/WONKBLOG Source: Chapman University Survey on American Fears
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The mind is a 
muscle, so whatever 

you put in there, it will 
absorb. Listen to podcasts 
that are positive, stay 
away from toxic people, 
and read books. Whatever 
you surround yourself 
with, will become you

Up to 95% of people say 
they have been shy at 

some point.  Shyness is a learned 
behaviour, no one is born with 
a shy gene. The good news is 
that whatever is learned can 
be unlearned. Your 
communication skills 
have a direct impact 
on your success

DR KAREN REMO
CEO & Managing Director

New Perspective Media Group
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CAREER

communication is 

permission. Many 

cultures require you 

to ask for permission 

before you speak. 

However, to succeed, 

permit yourself to 

speak. Permit yourself 

to make a mistake,” 

she said.

GET BETTER AT ONE 

THING AT A TIME

Contrary to popular 

belief, you don’t 

have to be good at 

everything. According 

to Dr Remo, you can 

choose one thing you 

want to be successful 

in and focus on it 

again and again.

“If you want to learn how to talk, keep 

on talking. If you want to be good in 

singing, then keep on singing. Things can 

be learned. Just keep on doing it again 

and again,” she said.

EMBRACE REJECTION

A lot of people focus on the success 

ratio, which is often pegged at 20 per 

cent. What they don’t see, however, is 

the 80 per cent rejection. Dr Remo said 

that everyone will be rejected all the 

time, in whatever sector and industry 

they choose. The secret to bouncing 

back from rejection is to simply 

embrace it.

“If you’re shy and 

people are not 

happy with the way you communicated, 

just carry on. Fail every time 

and you will succeed,” 

she said.

ENVISION YOUR 

SUCCESS

Dr Remo said that 

picturing success 

helps you gather 

the confidence you 

need to be a better 

professional. She 

noted that while it’s 

true that you will 

never feel completely 

confident, you can 

still succeed if you 

know that you’re ready 

and that you’re good 

enough.

“If you guess that 

you’re not good, then 

you’re right. If you guess 

that you’re great, you’re 

right. Let your mind guess into something 

better, and allow yourself to believe you 

are great,” she said.

DO NOT RELY ON OTHERS

You are no longer a kid who needs to 

be constantly motivated by others. The 

key to bouncing back from criticism is to 

motivate yourself, talk to yourself, and 

take every feedback as an opportunity to 

learn, said Dr Remo.

She also spoke of the importance of 

combining physical and psychological 

activities in order to lift oneself up. Noting 

that one cannot overcome sadness 

merely by thinking blissful thoughts, the 

CEO said that one can do it by exercising, 

eating healthy, and taking rest.

“When your physique is ready, then 

start again,” she said. “Always remember 

that any opportunity to improve yourself 

is a gift. If, for instance, your pitch failed, 

then contact the client on why your idea 

did not work, and incorporate his/her 

feedback in your next pitch.”
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OPEN THE 
POST-PANDEMIC 

CHAPTER
AS SCHOOLS ACROSS THE UAE LOOK FORWARD TO THE REOPENING 

OF THE NEW ACADEMIC YEAR, PARENTS ARE COUNTING ON THE STRICT 

GOVERNMENT DIRECTIVES TO KEEP THEIR CHILDREN SAFE. HERE’S THE 

LOWDOWN ON ALL THE MEASURES TO BE TAKEN 

BY STAFF REPORT
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EDUCATION

E
ducation has been the top 

priority of the UAE, the vehicle 

for its progress, since the Union 

was formed. The COVID-19 pandemic 

has changed the manner of imparting 

education in the country, but has not 

dented the status of education as a 

primary national objective. 

With the announcement of the new 

academic year to start in September 

2020, there’s a possibility of resumption 

of physical classrooms at schools and 

universities. In such a situation, all 

preventive and remedial measures set 

by the UAE government will be taken to 

ensure the health and safety of all students.

The UAE’s early adoption of distance 

learning has helped the country keep 

students safe from the contagion and also 

to continue with teaching. This is in sharp 

contrast to the picture around the world, 

where more than 1.26 billion or 70% of 

all students have struggled to study after 

schools closed over the novel coronavirus 

outbreak.

His Excellency Hussain bin Ibrahim Al 

Hammadi, Minister of Education, said 

recently that the previous academic 

year was unprecedented, because of 

the public health crisis and the risks for 

children under 12 years of age; however, 

with the UAE’s comprehensive preventive 

measures, students all around the country 

were able to continue with their studies 

with the help of distance learning.

The minister added that public and 

private entities needed to cooperate now 

more than ever to exchange ideas on 

best practices to provide a safe space for 

everyone in the educational sector. “This 

[cooperation] would ensure continuous 

education in times of crises, in addition 

to encouraging students to join technical, 

applied and professional education, 

increasing enrolment rates to 50 per 

cent of the total number of students, and 

improving the outputs of this system to 

build a sustainable knowledge-based 

economy,” said Al Hammadi.

COMPULSORY COVID-19 TEST

Later in July, the Abu Dhabi Department 

of Education and Knowledge announced 

that all students, teachers and 

administrative staff at Abu Dhabi private 

schools must first undergo COVID-19 tests 

before schools resumption next month.

In a stament, it said, “All staff and 

students in Abu Dhabi must undergo 

COVID-19 testing prior to being authorised 

to return to the school premises. Details 

concerning coverage, schedules, and 

process will be announced at a later time 

in conjunction with relevant authorities.”

School staff, parents and students with 

devices are also required to download the 

AlHosn app to facilitate contact tracing 

in case of an incident. Staff and students 

must declare recent travel history.

SCHOOL YEAR REQUIREMENTS

One of the early symptoms of 

COVID-19, as with many other viral 

diseases, is high fever. This is why the MoE 

issued a guideline that all schools in the 

country should monitor the temperatures 

of all students from the moment they 

board their school bus. Students whose 

temperatures are above 37.5°C will not 

be allowed on the bus and on the school 

premises. 

The same applies to all teachers, staff, 

and parents who come to pick up their 

children, as anyone that registers over 

37.50°C will not be allowed entry into the 

school premises or on the school bus.

Wearing of face masks will now 

be mandatory for all students, 

faculty members, and staff of the school. 

Exceptions include those under the age of 

6, while rules will be relaxed temporarily 

during meal times, and during high-

intensity physical activities. 

Schools are now required to ensure that 

they have sufficient stocks of face masks, 

gloves, and sanitisers and should provide 

specially designated bins for used items.

The third main guideline across 

schools is ensuring proper distancing 

amongst students and even the teachers 

and the non-teaching staff. Students will 

be required to maintain a minimum of 2 

metres of physical distancing in common 

areas when their school reopens. In the 

classrooms, the minimum physical distancing 

requirement is 1.5m per child, provided all 

children are wearing their masks.

School officials are required to regulate 

footfall to ensure that physical distancing 

is followed during entry and exit.

Expat parents have already been training 

their school-age children to maintain basic 

safety norms: keeping their distance from 

other people; wearing face masks; and 

frequent hand-washing.

Jennifer Delos Santos, a Filipina mum, 

has daughters aged seven and nine. 

Speaking to 999 about their COVID-19 

hygiene regimen, she said, “Every day, I 

patiently teach my kids that wearing their 

mask is important and so is washing their 

hands. Now, these new school rules for 

the upcoming reopening are easy for them 

to understand and follow.” 

The Dubai resident added that it is 

important for parents to train their children 

on the guidelines, keeping in mind the 

youngsters’ need to socialise at school 

while following the safety protocol. “I grew 

up learning in a school, and while distance 

learning has given my kids knowledge, 

they also need to learn social skills, to 

learn how to deal with others kindly,” said 

Delos Santos.

FREQUENT STERILISATION

The World Health Organisation (WHO) 

has advised that frequent disinfection 

practices can limit the spread of the virus. 

In the UAE, schools are now required to 

clean and disinfect common areas either 

every hour or after every use, whichever 

is possible. These include areas such as 

toilets, pantry, waiting areas, and other 

locations that see huge footfall. Items 

that are usually touched should also be 

sterilised, including tablets, computers, 

elevator buttons, door handles, seat rests, 

dining tables, and more.

Before school reopens, UAE educational 

institutions should contact accredited 

companies for disinfection and sterilisation 

services to ensure that their premises 

meet the standards set by their respective 

• BUS CASE: If a child begins to show symptoms of 

COVID-19 on the bus even after passing through 

a temperature check, the child is immediately 

considered a probable COVID-19 case. The bus 

driver should ensure that the child is seated 

2m away from all the other children. The bus 

attendant should immediately inform the school’s 

health and safety in-charge, who should then 

inform the school administration as well as the child’s 

parents/guardians.

If the bus trip was a drop home, the said child should be sent home first. 

If the trip was headed to the school, the child will be asked to stay isolated 

and will be sent home. The child will not be allowed to return to school 

until s/he receives the result of her/his PCR test.

• SCHOOL CASE: If a child, teacher, or staff begins to show COVID-19 

symptoms within the school premises, they should 

immediately be sent to the isolation area, which 

should be separate from the nurse’s room. 

The parent/guardian of the child should be 

notified, if the patient is a student. The patient 

will then be immediately referred to the 

hospital for necessary action. The patient will 

not be allowed to return to school pending 

their COVID-19 test result.

If the result is negative and there is a clinical 

assessment of a probable COVID-19 case, the patient 

should complete a 14-day quarantine. 

If the result is positive, the traced contacts of the patient, including 

classmates/colleagues, are all considered close contacts (anyone who 

spent more than 15 minutes in a proximity of 2m with the positive case, 

from the day of symptoms onset, or the day of the positive PCR test). They 

should all commence the 14-day quarantine from the day of the positive 

test, or from the day of the onset of symptoms, if ascertained by the 

clinician.

• MASS TRANSMISSION / VISITOR CASES: If 

a case is detected amongst visitors or staff 

showing COVID-19 symptoms, the school’s 

designated health and safety officer should 

inform authorities immediately. In case of 

emergencies, where several staff members, 

students, and/or visitors show symptoms at the 

same time, the school should immediately contact 

emergency numbers 999 or 997.

CONTINGENCY MEASURES

The MoE has also outlined several contingency measures in case a 

suspected COVID-19 case is detected — the steps to be taken depend on 

where the case is first spotted. COVID-19 symptoms to be checked before 

referring the case to health officials include a combination of the following 

symptoms: fever (≥37.5˚C), cough, body ache or fatigue, shortness of 

breath, sore throat, runny nose, diarrhoea and nausea, headache, or loss 

of sense of smell or taste.

Cooperation would 
ensure continuous 

education in times of 
crises, in addition to 
improving the outputs 
of this system to build a 

sustainable 
knowledge-
based 
economy

HE HUSSAIN BIN

IBRAHIM AL HAMMADI
Minister of Education
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All staff and 
students in Abu 

Dhabi must undergo 
COVID-19 testing prior 
to being authorised to 
return to the school 
premises
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municipalities. They need to conduct a 

total sanitation of the entire school before 

the official opening.

Hand-washing is now a must for 

everyone at the school, apart from using 

hand sanitisers. Children will be allotted 

several hand-washing breaks and will be 

assisted by their teachers, especially the 

youngest ones.

Cleaners and security staff are required 

to follow the right measures to make sure 

that they disinfect all areas properly, as per 

municipality guidelines. 

Expat parent Sanjana Gupta told 999 

that disinfectants is always on top of her 

grocery list to ensure that her family, 

especially her only son at six years of 

age, are always safe. She expressed her 

approval for the strict sterilisation protocol 

for all schools. “I’m still worried about the 

COVID-19 pandemic, especially for my 

son, but the good news is that the UAE 

government shows that they can handle 

it, with the infection numbers going down, 

so it the number of COVID-19 tests being 

conducted every day,” said Gupta.

She added that she and her husband 

would make sure that their son’s school 

fully implement sanitation procedures. “I 

hope that the school I choose for my child 

this year will help me keep him safe by 

following all these sanitary procedures. 

I love my child so much and I’d do 

everything I can to make sure he’s safe 

from this virus,” said Gupta. 

EXTERNAL EXPOSURE

Following WHO recommendations to 

limit local transmissions, especially from 

external factors, UAE schools will soon 

impose limits for parents and guardians 

who wish to pick up their children.

Schools will now designate areas and 

timings to avoid interaction inside the 

premises. To avoid crowding, family 

members will only be given a maximum 

of 10 minutes within the waiting area to 

pick up their children. In this waiting area, 

parents and guardians must wear masks 

EDUCATION

and maintain a 2m physical distance.

To prevent contamination from any 

external source, school staff will be 

discouraged to leave the school premises 

during school hours. If and when they do 

leave, only for an emergency, the said staff 

will not be allowed to return to the school, 

not unless s/he had already changed their 

clothes and got themselves fully sanitised. 

They should also undergo thermal 

screening when they return.

All deliveries and maintenance work 

should only take place after school hours 

to ensure that there’s no contact between 

individuals from outside the school and 

the teachers and the students. Proper 

measures should be followed for the 

pick-up and drop-off of items, with a strict 

contactless procedure in place.

TRANSPORT CAPACITY

All buses and any other modes of school 

transportation will now be allowed only a 

maximum of half capacity, depending on 

the emirate’s guidelines.

All buses should have sticker markings 

that clearly specify where children should 

sit. As mentioned earlier, those with high 

temperatures will not be allowed to board 

the bus.

Bus drivers above the age of 60, those 

suffering from serious chronic diseases 

and those who are immuno-compromised 

should not be on duty. All other drivers 

should wear masks and other protective 

gear, as required.

All areas within the bus that are 

considered ‘high-touch’ areas should 

be sanitised thoroughly. These include 

armrests, seat belts, handles, rails, as well 

as the cards and swipe machine for buses 

using swipe cards for registration. Hygiene 

practices should be followed at all costs, 

particularly on waste management, 

since children might dispose of their 

trash through back-seat pockets. All 

buses should be equipped with signage 

and guides to remind children about 

hygienic practices. Bus drivers should also 

encourage natural ventilation whenever 

possible and avoid recirculating air. 

These measures have made expats 

feel reassured. Sarah Fasih had initially 

intended to hire a personal driver for her 

three children, aged 11, eight and five, 

when school reopened. 

“I think the most important thing here 

is that no kids will sit beside each other. 

I expect the bus attendant to make sure 

this doesn’t happen, and for my children 

to tell me if the bus driver or attendant is 

being negligent, so that I can report these 

violators to authorities,” said Fasih.

The mother of three also praised the 

increased frequency of sanitation, stating 

that this should have been the norm for 

school buses even before the contagion. 

PROTOCOLS FOR PROTECTION

Officials in the UAE are expected to 

streamline and lay down more rules in 

the weeks leading up to the reopening 

of schools.

Mohammed Darwish, CEO of Permits and 

Compliance Sector, Knowledge and Human 

Development Authority, stated that these 

guidelines would help all schools to prevent 

the spread of the disease and ensure zero 

cases at their respective institutions. He 

said, “The protocols are in place to make 

sure there’s a consistent and effective 

approach to keeping everyone at school 

safe and healthy, once schools reopen [in 

the] next academic year. We understand 

TEMPERATURE CHECKS DONE DAILY. Initial preventive 
measure to avoid the spread of any viral disease on buses and 
upon entry to schools.

FACE MASKS REQUIRED: All students, teachers, and staff of 
the school are now required to wear face masks. Rules will be 
relaxed temporarily during mealtimes, and during high-intensity 
physical activities.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT STOCKS. Schools are 
now required to ensure that they have sufficient stocks of face 
masks, gloves, and sanitisers and should provide specially 
designated bins for used items.

HEALTH OFFICER ACROSS SCHOOLS. All schools will be 
required to have a hygiene officer/health and safety in-charge 
or a crisis response team to anticipate and supervise everyone’s 
safety against COVID-19 and other viral diseases.

STICKER INDICATORS FOR DISTANCING. Elevators and 
other areas susceptible to crowding should now have sticker 
indicators for where users should stand.

ONE STUDENT, ONE LOCKER POLICY. Schools are still permitted 
to assign lockers to students, provided that each locker is for one 
student only.

CASHLESS TRANSACTIONS. Contactless payments will be 
encouraged more within schools, although cash payments are 
still allowed.

50%
Maximum capacity for school buses to ensure physical 
distancing, depending on emirate 

≥37.50°C
The cut-off level for the body temperature of students taking the 
school bus. Any higher, and that student would not be allowed 
on the bus

10 MINUTES
Waiting time allowed for parents or guardians to pick up their 
children at designated areas. They must wear masks at all times

2 METRES
Minimum required physical distancing within school premises 
and common areas

1.5 METRES
Minimum required physical distancing between students of the 
same class 

THE NUMBERS 

SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS TO OPERATE

that each school is different — the protocols 

give each school a starting point to think 

about what works best for their community 

and the context of their school. 

The protocols are 
in place to make 

sure there’s a consistent 
and effective approach 
to keeping everyone at 
school safe and healthy, 

once schools 
reopen in 
the next 
academic 
year

MOHAMMED DARWISH
CEO of Permits and Compliance Sector, 

Knowledge and Human Development Authority
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TIPS & TRIVIA

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS OPENED OUR EYES TO THE REALITY OF NEGATIVE 

OLD HABITS, INCLUDING EXTRAVAGANCE. FOREGO OVERSPENDING IN THE NEW 

NORMAL WITH THESE EASY STEPS

BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

B
efore the outbreak of the coronavirus disease 

2019 (COVID-19), food and beverage businesses 

and luxury goods outlets relied on the ceaseless 

spending habits of people — to the point where their 

financial prudence is being overcome by their urge to 

indulge themselves. But the ‘new normal’ has taught people 

to save for the rainy day and, in general, to curb excesses.

Even UAE leaders and officials believe that modern 

society must reassess its unnecessary luxuries, now that 

the crisis has given us an opportunity to reflect on the 

importance of protecting resources.

There are a lot of factors that can lead people to 

overspend, including peer pressure and mood swings. 

And while it may have become a lifestyle habit, it can be 

controlled. A complete change of the spending regime 

only needs to have the right discipline and steps to follow.

Save 
cash,
save 
yourself

The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior

THE RACIAL WEDGE
Dr Samar Al-Shamsi is an internationally respected artist who is 

renowned for her commissioned portraits of high-profile individuals, including 
the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, UAE President His Highness 

Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, US President Barack Obama, and others.

The value of humans comes from what they offer to 
others, how much they would go to serve our society

COLUMN

W
hat a time we live in. A time 

when nations praise and 

call for social equality, 

colour, or ethnic indiscrimination, and yet 

some people have arrogance against the 

black coded in their genes. This 

arrogance is a virus, an illness that is 

widespread in some parts of the world. 

Arrogance eventually leads to doom, 

serious damage and severe consequences. 

Recently, an incident depicted racism at 

its worst, taking the life of an innocent soul 

and unveiling the fact that racism is rooted 

in the human soul. 

Arrogance is a wide gateway to racism 

and could strike humans the way epilepsy 

knocks down psychiatric patients. 

Racism is a mental illness that weak 

souls are afflicted with—souls that have a 

sense of inferiority expressed through 

Racism is a mental 
illness that weak 
souls are afflicted 
with—souls that 
have a sense of 
inferiority expressed 
through despicable 
actions 

The truth, all the truth, is that their value 

comes from what they offer to others, how 

much they would go to serve our society, 

ethically and kindly. Paying lip service is 

nothing but pure insincerity.  

Racism is not just a form of haughtiness 

towards the Black, the Red, the Oriental, and 

the Western. It is hatred that takes hold of 

sick hearts who feel socially void; contempt 

towards others is their only way to be. It is a 

trait that permeates empty minds. 

It is practised by those who run after 

fame and flamboyance, heralding a fake 

success they did not even attain. It is a 

sharp fall from the heights of humanity to 

the bottom of lack of sensibility. 

Touched by it, you are doomed and cast 

into the realm of the despiteful and the 

envious. It is thus fair to call it ‘Black 

Racism’. 

despicable actions.  

Abrahamic religions inspire equality and 

respecting the human soul, and make no 

difference between a person and another. 

The value of humans lays not in what 

they do for themselves, their false self-

promotion, their colour or ethnicity. 
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LIMIT THE CASH YOU CARRY   
One of the main reasons for overspending is carrying too much money. Keeping the 

cash in your wallet to a minimum prevents you from spur-of-the-moment spending and 

allows you to actually think twice about purchasing certain items.

This also goes for credit cards that make it easier for you to fall prey to unnecessary 

purchases; with just a few swipes on the card reader or taps on your smartphone, you’ll 

be richer by a couple of clothing items but poorer by a hundred dirhams. So, don’t carry 

credit cards on a daily basis; take them along only for a vacation, when you actually 

can’t afford to fall short of money. Also, go online and remove all saved credit card 

information to help you think hard about every purchase you want to make.

MAKE A GROCERY LIST 
A great hack to avoid impulse buying is to create a list of the items you need before 

going either to the store or the supermarket. The list prevents you from adding other 

unnecessary items; it helps you avoid spending on stuff that would only be stockpiled. 

Once you get to the store, simply buy according to the list and then leave the shop. 

Lingering at the establishment may ignite the temptation to pick more items mindlessly.

MEAL PREP IS KEY
Buying a small meal or even a cup of coffee every day may seem to cost very 

little, but once you calculate the amount spent over a month, the total might 

surprise you. Cutting your food and beverage expenses can potentially increase 

the money you save by hundreds, even thousands of dirhams a month.

Set a budget for food and build the habit of cooking and preparing your meals 

ahead of time. This can allow you to further strategise the amount of money you’ll 

spend, and can prevent you from impulse buying at mealtimes.

KEEP YOURSELF BUSY   
The more you keep yourself engaged in useful activities, such as reading or 

undertaking a new skill-building course, the less time you’ll have to spend more 

money. Avoid downtime and boredom that can trigger impulse shopping. Not only 

will your cash be saved, but you’d also come out of it more knowledgeable and 

definitely with less clutter around the house.

CUT UNNECESSARY SUBSCRIPTIONS  
Have you ever signed up for a gym or a club membership ages ago but never 

utilised their benefits? Do you have cable subscription but find yourself watching 

movies on streaming services? Better cancel the memberships and subscriptions 

and save the fees. It may seem like a no-big-deal amount on a monthly basis, 

but calculate it for a year and you’ll realise you are thousands of dirhams poorer 

because of these unnecessary expenses. Reflect on whether you truly need these 

memberships and subscriptions or not, and cancel them if you don’t use them.

FULFIL SHORT-TERM SAVING GOALS
An effective method to motivate yourself to spend less is to set short-term 

financial goals. You can start, for instance, by decreasing your eat-outs by Dhs100 

a month, or saving Dhs200 from your income every month. Set quantifiable and 

attainable goals month by month to build up a healthier financial lifestyle. In 

no time at all, your spending will drop and savings will rise — and that, in turn, 

will make you enthusiastic about saving more. There’s no better way to beat 

overspending than to nurture prudence within yourself.

PRIORITISE ESSENTIAL EXPENSES   
Before you go out to buy those new shoes, think if you’ve set money aside 

for rent or grocery. Make sure you allocate money for essential expenses; 

spending on frills can wait. You can efficiently budget by starting with your fixed 

expenses, such as rent, WiFi, or debt repayments. Then, focus on your variable 

expenditures like food, groceries, phone bills, and gas. After this, from what is 

left, put a big chunk in savings, and spend only the residue on luxuries.

TIPS & TRIVIA

The famous 80/20 formula for saving money (20 per cent of your income 

will be for savings, and 80 per cent for needs and wants) was patterned 

on Pareto’s Law, which basically means “the law of the vital few.” The 

principle was invented in the 19th century by Italian economist and 

amateur gardener Vilfredo Pareto, who discovered that 80 per cent of the 

peas he reaped were produced by 20 per cent of the plants he sowed. 

Pareto’s Law is now commonly used in business management, with 

many believing that 80 per cent of business earnings come from 20 per 

cent of customers.  

Did you know?

Vilfredo Pareto
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CRIME MYSTERIESCRIME MYSTERIES

CULPRITS 
ON THE 
LOOSE

BY NEIL BIE

FOR INVESTIGATORS, NOTHING IS MORE FRUSTRATING 
THAN CRIMES THAT GO UNSOLVED DESPITE THEIR 

UNCEASING EFFORTS TO PINPOINT THE CULPRITS. HERE 
ARE SOME OF THESE CASES THAT REMAIN A MYSTERY

IMMERSING YOU
IN NATURE

Cityland Group is the developer behind some of the world’s most recognized and unique leisure and 
entertainment destinations for the whole family in the UAE. Our unique combination of project 
development experience and unique agricultural and landscaping expertise distinguishes us in the market 
and has made us known for one-of-kind developments like Dubai Miracle Garden, Dubai Butterfly 
Garden, Al Ain Paradise and the upcoming, hotly anticipated retail development Cityland Mall known as 
the World’s first Nature-inspired Retail and Entertainment destination in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Nature has been a core part of our business and the main inspiration to build a world class facility that 
offers unique experiences which is fresh to the UAE and the region at large. Cityland has redefined how 
residents and visitors in the UAE interact with nature and enjoy time with their loved ones. We provide 
the best entertainment and leisure experience to people in the communities by bringing nature one-step 
closer to people with every developments we do.

cityland.com
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CRIME MYSTERIESCRIME MYSTERIES

MEDICATION MALADIES
WHAT: TYLENOL CYANIDE CASES
WHERE: CHICAGO, UNITED STATES
WHEN: SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1982

MISSING PAINTINGS
WHAT: GARDNER MUSEUM HEIST 
WHERE: BOSTON, UNITED STATES
WHEN: MARCH 1990

On March 18, two men clad in police uniforms requested 

to be allowed inside Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner 

Museum, stating that they were responding to a 

disturbance in the area. 

The guard on duty broke museum protocol, after he 

allowed who he thought to be police officers to come 

inside the museum through the employee entrance. In a 

span of 81 minutes, he and a second security guard were 

handcuffed and tied up at the basement of the museum, 

and the thieves left with 13 of Gardner’s paintings and 

works. 

The stolen paintings include Rembrandt’s Christ in the 

Storm on the Sea of Galilee and A Lady and Gentleman in 

Black, Vermeer’s The Concert, Flinck’s Landscape with an 

Obelisk, five Degas drawings, and Manet’s Chez Tortoni. 

The thieves also grabbed an ancient Chinese bronze Gu, 

or beaker, from a table; a bronze eagle finial; and a small 

self-portrait etching by Rembrandt from the side of a chest.

To this day, 30 years since the heist, the Gardner 

A man in his mid-40s, named Dan Cooper, boarded the 

Oregon’s Northwest Orient Airlines Flight #305 on 

November 24, 1971, using his card to buy a one-way ticket 

to Seattle, Washington. When the plane took off, he handed 

one stewardess a note which stated that he had a bomb in 

his suitcase. When she saw a mass of wires and red-

coloured sticks, the flight attendant immediately followed 

Cooper’s demands to write down a new note explaining 

that he wanted four parachutes and $200,000 

(Dhs734,000) in ransom.

Upon landing in Seattle, the hijacker got his money and 

parachutes in exchange for the safety of all 36 passengers 

on board. When the plane took off again towards Mexico 

City, the hijacker jumped out of the back of the plane with 

the money and a parachute, and was never seen again.

The FBI interviewed hundreds of people and looked all 

HIJACKER’S HEIST
WHAT: D.B. COOPER HIJACKING 
WHERE: PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES
WHEN: NOVEMBER 1971

LOST TEENAGER
WHAT: DISAPPEARANCE OF NATALEE HOLLOWAY
WHERE: CARIBBEAN ISLANDS
WHEN: MAY 2005

High school graduate Natalee Holloway enjoyed a trip to 

the Caribbean Islands together with her classmates back 

in May 2005. However, this proved to be her last trip — 

she was never seen again, after not turning up for her May 

30, 2005, flight back to the United States.

Her classmates last saw Natalee outside a nightclub in 

Aruba together with local residents Joran van der Sloot 

and brothers Deepak and Satish Kalpoe. When authorities 

questioned the three men, all three denied any 

involvement, stating that Holloway was alive and well 

when they dropped her back at her hotel.

Natalee’s disappearance triggered a massive search in 

Aruba with FBI special agents, Dutch soldiers, and 

hundreds of local volunteers providing help. They 

searched both ground and the ocean, but her remains 

were never found.

Since then, Natalee’s case had been closed and 

reopened time and again, following statements from prime 

suspect Joran van der Sloot. However, officials failed to 

pin the case on van der Sloot as they had insufficient 

evidence. Natalee’s father requested to have her declared 

legally dead in absentia as of January 12, 2012. 

taking the pill. The brothers perished the same day as 

Kellerman, while Theresa died two days later. 

The death toll increased within a week, as investigators found 

similar cases involving 35-year-old Mary McFarland from Illinois, 

35-year-old Paula Prince from Chicago, and 27-year-old Mary 

Weiner from Illinois.

The manufacturing company immediately began what is now 

one of the biggest product recalls to date, with 31 million bottles 

of Tylenol returned to the company. However, while the batch of 

poison-laced capsules from the Chicago area were returned, 

some of them had already been sold and consumed. 

The maker of the over-the-counter drug quickly established 

that the cyanide lacing did not occur in the factory. Police 

hypothesised that a perpetrator must have taken bottles off the 

shelves of local grocers and drug stores, laced the capsules with 

poison, and then returned the restored packages to the shelves.

Investigators are yet to find the culprit behind the supposed 

murder cases, even as some had claimed themselves to be the 

Tylenol killer, such as James Lewis, who demanded money to 

stop the poisonings. Authorities caught Lewis but found out that 

he had no connection to the series of murder.

The silver lining in this tragic story is that it moved the US 

Congress in 1983 to pass a bill that would punish tampering with 

consumer products. This was further enhanced in 1989 when 

the Congress obliged medications to be made tamper-proof.

Museum, together with the FBI and US Attorney’s Office, 

are still trying to locate the perpetrators and have even 

offered a huge reward for sufficient information that will 

lead to the recovery of all 13 works of art in good 

condition.
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One of the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum paintings stolen in 

1990, Rembrandt van Rijn’s Christ in the Storm on the Sea of Galilee

FBI sketches of the man who identified himself as Dan Cooper
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around the aircraft for evidence, only to find a tie that 

Cooper had removed prior to jumping from the plane. The 

involvement of a prime suspect, named Richard Floyd 

McCoy, was ruled out as his physical appearance did not 

match the descriptions of the eyewitnesses.

Many speculate that Cooper might have perished from his 

jump, because in 1980, years after the hijacking, a young boy 

saw a rotting package full of twenty dollar bills that matched 

the serial numbers of the ransom money.

0ctober 1, 1982 newspaper frontpage 

Panic spread across the United States in the latter part of 

1982 following a medical mystery involving a series of deaths 

resulting from Tylenol pills, a basic medicine for pain and 

fever. 

On September 29, 1982, a 12-year-old girl named Mary 

Kellerman died from ingesting an extra-strength Tylenol pill, 

which was later found to be laced with a lethal dose of 

cyanide.

The situation was aggravated after 27-year-old postal 

worker Adam Janus, along with his 25-year-old brother 

Stanley and 19-year-old sister-in-law Theresa, also died from 
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DRIVEN BY FURY AFTER BEING REJECTED BY THE 
WOMAN OF HIS DREAMS DESPITE HIS DEVOTION, 

A MAN ENDS UP COMMITTING A CRIME

BY WAGIH HASSAN

CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

Rizk managed to 
save the sum of 

money that would 
enable him to 

formally propose 
to Shahrazad. He 

immediately told her 
that he was ready. 

But the ardent lover 
was utterly shocked

her mind. 

Rizk became furious — his distress 

turned into thoughts of revenge against the 

girl who no longer wanted to hear his voice 

or see his face. He contacted her, asking 

for a meeting so that he could return their 

photos. Shahrazad agreed, on condition 

that this would be their last meeting. 

The two agreed to meet at the rooftop 

of the building where Shahrazad lived. Rizk 

tried to turn back time by showing their 

photos together to convince her to marry 

him, but she refused all his begging. 

She opened her bag to give him some 

money as compensation for the gifts he 

had bought her. He completely refused to 

take the money. 

Before leaving, Shahrazad ripped all the 

photos and put the torn pieces in a small 

plastic bag, intending to throw the bag into 

the nearest bin. Seeing what she was about 

to do with their memories, Rizk lost control.

He pulled her into a forced embrace. But 

she pushed him back and yelled, “Let go of 

me. I’m engaged to another man and you 

cannot touch me.”

Extremely shocked by her reaction, 

he pounced on her. Forcing himself on 

Shahrazad, he raped her right there on the 

rooftop, thinking that this might compel her 

to come back to him.

But that wasn’t how it went. When she 

managed to escape, a tearful Shahrazad 

rushed to the nearest police station to file a 

report. Rizk tried to go into hiding for a few 

days, but the police caught him after one of 

the neighbours told them where he was. 

He was tried, sentenced to imprisonment 

and deportation from the country after 

serving his jail term. Rizk would spend a 

long time in jail reflecting that marriage 

happens with the consent of two parties, 

not with force.

Shahrazad also told Rizk to forget about 

their relationship and destroy all their 

pictures together. She explained to him that 

her heart now belonged to someone else 

— and that was her fiance Mamdouh.

Rizk could do nothing else but call 

Shahrazad again and again, hoping that 

she’d remember their good old days, 

break up with Mamdouh, and come back 

to him. He tried to convince her that he 

had doubled his efforts and work hours 

so that, at the end of the day, they could 

get married. 

S
hahrazad, 24, had been waiting 

for her friend at the entrance of 

the park in their neighbourhood. 

But before her friend could 

arrive, she was approached by Rizk, 27. 

The two had been neighbours for a long 

time and would often greet and walk past 

each other in the street, but they had never 

really conversed before this day.

It was a brief meeting at the park 

entrance, but it was long enough for 

Rizk to fall in love with Shahrazad. Long 

after they parted ways, following their 

first conversation at the park, her image 

remained in his mind.

Then, he began making plans so that he 

could keep running into her, and then he 

told her about his feelings until they started 

a relationship and planned to ask their 

parents’ consent for their engagement. 

They talked about getting married, 

but Rizk was unable to secure the 

financial means necessary to propose 

engagement with Shahrazad. Given that 

he first needed to secure his financial 

stability for his future wife and family, Rizk 

decided to change jobs and also began 

working extra hours, hoping that he’d at 

least save enough to formally propose 

marriage to Shahrazad.

Six months into his new job, Rizk 

managed to save enough money for 

the proposal and wedding. At that 

time, he and Shahrazad were lacking 

communication as both of them were busy 

in their individual career. When he visited 

her to tell that he was ready, the ardent 

lover was utterly shocked when she told 

him that she was already engaged to a 

44-year-old man, named Mamdouh, who 

owned two shops — one for power tools, 

another for mobile phones.

This was not the only surprise. 

On one such phone call, Rizk tried 

to explain the tough circumstances he 

had been through, just to be able to 

propose to her and build their own family. 

Shahrazad replied, “Listen Rizk, this is 

my life now. From this day, what we had 

is over. I hope you find in your heart to 

forgive me one day.”

She hung up the phone, but this didn’t 

stop Rizk from calling her again. Yet, his 

repeated calls and pleas didn’t change 

LOVER’S LOVER’S 
REVENGEREVENGE
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BY DR FALEH HANDHAL 

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE GULF TRADE, AGRICULTURE AND 
PEARL-DIVING HELPED THE REGION PROSPER. BAHRAIN, AT 

THIS TIME, WAS A MAJOR HUB OF COMMERCE

OF PALM OF PALM 
TREES AND TREES AND 

PEARLS PEARLS 

HISTORYHISTORY

John Gordon Lorimer

W
e continue on our journey, 

seeing this region through the 

eyes of John Gordon Lorimer, 

a British political resident in the town of 

Bushehr, Persia and the author the 1908 

book Gulf Guide. Reprinted in 1970, this is 

a historical and geographical account of 

the Arabian Gulf region, parts of Iraq, and 

some towns of Afghanistan and Mekran.

In the previous chapter of this series, 

we covered the surveys and naval efforts 

of European forces; an overview of the 

UAE emirates and the surrounding region; 

and a glossary of the places in the Gulf.

Moving to the region’s agriculture, 

Lorimer wrote: “In this region, the 

cultivation of palm trees has taken 

great attention, and there you find the 

best dates with its different kinds, and 

highest part is a black rock connected 

to the northern end and it is about 9 feet 

above the water’s surface. The island is 

one-and-a-half miles long and about 600 

yards wide. There is a good anchorage in 

it, and there are many pearl banks around 

it. This island belongs to Abu Dhabi.”

About Delma Island, he said: “It is near 

the coast of Abu Dhabi, oval in shape, 5 

miles long and two-and-a-half miles wide. 

Fifteen families of Al Qubaisat from the 

Baniyas tribe live there. When the pearl 

diving season ends, a market of about 10 

stores opens, in which people working 

in the pearl trade, including Indian 

merchants, meet to settle their financials.”

Commenting on Lorimer’s account, it 

is worth mentioning that Delma Island 

was considered one of the important 

In this region, the 
cultivation of palm 

trees has taken 
great attention, and 

there you find the 
best dates with its 

different kinds, and 
the number of palm 
trees has reached 

60,000

the number of palm trees has reached 

60,000. When it comes to fruits, there 

are lemons, pomegranates, watermelons, 

melons, bananas, mangoes, grapes, 

olives. In addition, cereals, wheat 

and barley are planted there and the 

vegetables are sweet potatoes, radishes, 

eggplant, garlic and onions.

“As for trade, there is a large local 

market. Al Buraimi fort is a square in 

shape, with sides 150 feet long, and in 

each corner, there is a tower 40 feet high, 

and inside the fort, there are freshwater 

patches.”

Talking about Diynah Island, Lorimer 

said: “It is an island off the coast of the 

emirate of Abu Dhabi and 29 miles 

northeast of Delma Island. It is low, 

flat and sandy with little grass, and the 

Al Khandaq Fort, one of several castles in the 
verdant oasis town of Al Buraimi in Oman

The coastline of Das Island today
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commercial bases in the Gulf, where it 

was the hub of the pearl trade. Loaded 

pearl-diving ships used to come and carry 

out deals according to agreed terms 

of sale and depending on the quality 

of pearls. In addition, there were “the 

Totans”, or owners of large diving ships, 

as well as the “Banyans”, or the Indian 

merchants. Today, there is the house of 

Al Muraikhi, and a mosque that was built 

by the late Mohammed bin Jassim Al 

Muraikhi, and then renovated by the Abu 

Dhabi Government.

Lorimer then described Das Island, 

saying: “It [Das Island] is about 100 

miles from the city of Abu Dhabi, and is 

one-and-a-quarter miles long and three 

quarters of a mile wide. It has hills of up 

to 145 feet in the northern half, while 

the south part is low. It has no water, no 

port, and it belongs to the sheikh of Abu 

Dhabi. Several pearl fisheries are located 

around it, such as Raqqat Das, Raqqat 

Mane, Umm Al Bunduk, Khurais, and 

others.”

Commenting on what Lorimer said 

about Das Island, we say that today it is 

a base for oil exploration and production 

operations for ADMA, one of ADNOC 

companies operating in Abu Dhabi — 

from that island, the first shipment of oil 

was exported from the regional waters of 

the emirate.

In 1945, the ruler of Abu Dhabi, Sheikh 

Shakhbut bin Sultan Al Nahyan, signed 

a concession to explore oil in regional 

waters with a company called d’Arcy, 

which represented a group of companies, 

and this group founded ADMA. This 

company chose Das Island as the centre 

of its oil-related operations; accordingly, 

they built a port, airport, offices, 

accommodations, and everything they 

needed to work. Then, the oil excavators 

arrived to dig in the places that were 

once pearl banks, until they started to see 

good results in the field of Umm Shaif. 

In 1962, a British oil tanker moved from 

the island’s port, carrying 253 tonnes of 

crude oil extracted from the seabed in 

Abu Dhabi.

Lorimer then talked about Bahrain 

and it seems that he covered some of 

the period of rule under Sheikh Isa bin 

Ali Al Khalifa. We have selected some of 

what Lorimer said about the geography, 

population, and nature of the region. 

He wrote: “The current Sheikhdom of 

Bahrain is an archipelago made up of 

Bahrain, Muharraq, Sitra Islands, the 

Prophet Saleh, and a number of small 

islands, all integrated into the middle of 

the Gulf. Bahrain is the country with the 

greatest agricultural and commercial 

value, and its islands are famous for 

having water springs, the best-known of 

which is ‘Athari’ and the largest are ‘Abu 

Al Muhoor’ and ‘Al Kawkab’

“Bahrain contains four cities with a 

total population of 60,000 people, and 

104 villages with a population of 38,275. 

Speaking of agriculture, it has fruits, 

alfalfa, and vegetables such as carrot, 

cucumber, leek, and onion, and Bahrain’s 

bitter orange is the best kind in the Gulf. 

There is also a kind of sweet banana and 

there are also almonds, apricots, figs, 

grapes, lemons, melons, peaches, and 

pomegranates. In rainy weathers, it is 
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said that alfalfa grows to the knee height, 

and all lands are irrigated from wells and 

springs.

“As for pearl fisheries, Bahrain’s are the 

most important ones in the Gulf, except 

for the Trucial States coast. The people of 

Bahrain have 917 ships that employ more 

than 17,500 men, 19 for each ship. 

“Fishing is profitable, and a large 

number of the coast’s people depend 

on it to make a living. Fish are caught 

with nets or by making barriers or a 

fence called a ‘barn’. Ships have names 

according to their size and shape, and 

there are about a hundred ships used for 

trade and sailing around the coast.

“As for crafts, businesses, and 

industries, the main job for the people 

of Bahrain is the manufacturing of white 

and coloured woollen sails and gowns 

as well as bedspreads with tassels and 

mats. A new textile industry has recently 

appeared from striped cotton fabric, and 

it is one of the best in the Gulf, and its 

production now reaches about a hundred 

pieces every week.

“Bahrain is famous for shipbuilding 

as people there — from 1903 to 1904 

— sold 130 ships, ranging in price from 

300 rupees to 8,000 rupees. Most of the 

woods and nails used in this industry are 

imported from India.

“Moreover, Bahrain is the main pearl 

market in the Gulf and is a general 

business hub. The internal and external 

trade include different goods, and it has 

been estimated that about a third of the 

total imported goods are re-exported 

to different locations, which shows that 

Bahrain’s trade is largely a transit trade.

“As for leadership, the ruler at the 

current time is Sheikh Isa bin Ali, whose 

residence is in Manama during the 

four months of hot weather, and he 

spends the rest of the year in the city 

of Muharraq. The Sheikh refers cases 

of a criminal nature and important civil 

cases, not related to commercial deals 

or pearling, to the judge, who is currently 

Sheikh Jassim bin Mahza.

“Minor cases, especially those of 

a civil nature, are referred to Sheikh 

Sharaf bin Ahmed in Muharraq, while 

Sheikh Ahmed bin Haraz in Manama 

looks into commercial cases, especially 

those related to foreigners, through a 

court sometimes called the ‘customary 

[council]’ or ‘trade council’. This is a 

body whose permanent members are 

appointed by the Sheikh after consulting 

the British Political Commissioner and 

those subject to Bahrain’s jurisdiction.

“As for cases arising from diving 

or pearling, they are decided by an 

arbitration tribunal known as the ‘diving 

court’. Speaking of armed forces in 

Bahrain, there are about 540 armed men 

to protect the Sheikh and his relatives, 

as well as to protect the Manama and 

Muharraq markets; 200 of those men 

are armed with rifles, while the rest carry 

swords. The Sheikh previously had a 

number of speedy but unarmed ‘Bateel’ 

ships, two or three out of which were 

supervised by customs agents to deter 

smugglers. Also, the sheikh was in close 

relations with the government of India.”

The government of India had a 

charitable clinic built with local donations, 

known as the “Victoria Memorial Clinic”. 

This is what Lorimer talked about, as 

regards Bahrain, in the first part of the 

geographical section in the book.

In the era of Sheikh Isa bin Ali Al 

Khalifa’s uncle, Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Khalifa, a conflict occurred with his 

brother Ali that plunged the country into a 

state of turmoil.

The British then interfered and forced 

the contestants to reconcile, and in this 

way, Sheikh Isa bin Ali bin Khalifa came 

to power, taking upon himself the task of 

maintaining security and consolidating 

the territories. He ruled until 1925, which 

is almost half a century. 

In 1914, the world entered a state of 

recession as trade in general declined. 

But Bahrain then was blessed with oil. In 

1925, Sheikh Hamad bin Isa bin Ali came 

to power and signed an oil concession 

with a company called Eastern and 

General Syndicate, which continued 

exploring until 1932, when oil emerged 

from the first well in the area of Al Awali. 

This was the first oil export in the history 

of the Arabian Gulf.

As for Lorimer’s reference to a 

customary or commercial court, this 

matter came from Britain, which passed 

a law called ‘The Queen’s Law’, forming a 

court headed by the British Commissioner 

and judges from Bahrain to consider 

cases that occur between foreigners 

associated with the British, such as the 

Indians at the time. It originated from 

the interest of the British to maintain 

the rights of associate members of the 

Commonwealth of Nations. 

Residence of the late Sheikh Isa bin Ali Al Khalifa in Muharraq
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are decided by an 
arbitration tribunal 
known as the ‘diving 
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TAKE A PEEK AT THE NEWEST MUST-HAVE HIGH-TECH ELECTRONIC DEVICES

One of the important ways to give your room the ambience you 
desire is by modifying the light coming in through your windows. It’s a 
hassle to have to walk towards it to adjust the curtains every time, 
especially when you’re still enjoying an extended nap. So, here’s a 
smarter way to do it, with the IKEA Fyutur Smart Blinds.

Control the blinds wirelessly. Coupled with a remote control as well 
as both the TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA Home smart app, users can 
even set specific timers for any time of the day to make the blinds go 
up and down on their own.

The IKEA Fyutur Smart Blinds is designed to completely block out 
light and darken your room for perfect sleep. Just plug in the signal 
repeater within 10m from the blinds to ensure that all wireless 
functions work, and see that the batteries are always recharged for 
you to enjoy maintaining the light balance in the room.

Website:  www.ikea.com/ae
Price: Dhs575

SMART BLINDS

MINIMALIST THERMOSTAT
Families wish to keep their homes comfortable, and this includes 

managing the temperatures. Take a look at the Slide Thermostat 
that helps your air-conditioning systems manage temperatures.

The Slide Thermostat’s minimalist design makes it a simple yet 
effective tool that can be installed anywhere. The thermostat’s 
slide helps users see through the OLED display exactly what 
temperature they wish for their room. From hues of light blue 
signifying cooler temperatures to shades of dark red for warmer 
interiors, the Slide Thermostat is designed to eliminate 
complications and help people modernise their living space.

Website:  chrisference.com
Price: TBA

GADGETS

Sterilising yourself and others need not always involve liquid sanitisers. While frequent 
handwashing is still the most effective way to kill germs, the Monos Cleanpod UVC Handheld 
Steriliser augments your efforts to stay clean and safe, especially if you’re outdoors without 
any handwashing facility nearby.

It only takes one press of a button for the Monos Cleanpod UVC Handheld Steriliser to 
discharge a high-energy beam of Ultraviolet-C (UVC) rays, coming from specialised LEDs, to 
sanitise surfaces before touching them. The sterilisation process involves UVC lights and takes 
just 30 seconds.

While there are many other bulky UVC lamps on the market these days, what sets the Monos 
steriliser apart is its compact size, no mercury and quick power-up. The makers claim that they 
engineered the output of the UVC light to immediately peak at germicidal wavelengths that are 
dangerous for bacteria and viruses, but not for the user. 

Website: monos.com
PRICE: Dhs340

HANDHELD STERILISER 
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New books about solving a mystery, fighting for the most precious relationship, knowing how 
to organise daily tasks, and finding success

BOOKS

Discovering your potential
Title: Unlocking Potential: 7 Coaching Skills That Transform Individuals, Teams, and 
Organisations
Author: Michael K. Simpson, Maria Sullivan, Kari Saddler
Publisher: Amazon Publishing
Price: $10.99 (Dhs40) (Paperback)

This revised and updated version of Michael K. Simpson’s bestselling book focuses on the potential of the new 

generation of leaders — not only helping them to manage the team, but also coaching them and developing their 

talents to the fullest. Simpson believes that employees are a company’s most important assets, and leaders must 

unlock their full potential through building trust, challenging paradigms, and identifying each worker’s personal 

goals. The book provides a complete guide for leaders on how to efficiently give feedback and tap into the talent of their employees. There are 

insights from real-life lessons learned by supervisors who benefited from Simpson’s previous edition.

Podcast-turned-investigation
Title: The Night Swim
Author: Megan Goldin
Publisher: St. Martin’s Press
Price: $18.59 (Dhs68) (Hardcover)

Thriller expert Megan Goldin produces yet another spine-tingling tale with The Night Swim. It follows podcast 

host Rachel Krall covering a controversial trial in a small town, leading her to dig deeper into the violent crime that 

occurred years ago.

Rachel becomes a sensation after her podcast exonerates an innocent man. Many hope for her help in seeking 

justice in a rape crime, involving a famous swimmer and the granddaughter of their town’s police chief. Under more pressure to make the 

new edition of her podcast another success, Rachel begins to interview and investigate further about the trial. She then starts receiving notes 

on her car, begging her to help unearth what happened to Jenny Stills, a woman who is said to have drowned 25 years ago. The present 

starts to intersperse with the past as she begins to learn the connection between the two cases — shedding new light on the trial and 

changing the lives of those involved.

A life worth living
Title: Plan a Happy Life: Define Your Passion, Nurture Your Creativity, and Take Hold 
of Your Dreams
Author: Stephanie Fleming
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Price: $19.99 (Dhs73) (Hardcover)

Jumpstart your plans for a good life with this book, which provides insights on maximising your hours. 

Author Stephanie Fleming believes that everyday life does not need to be chaotic, and that you can still 

have a meaningful life amidst your busy schedule as long as you plan ahead. The book covers ways on 

how to do the mundane things in life, discover new ways to help others, find light in dark situations, and 

practise gratitude. It gives strategies and methods that will help you permanently organise the important things and make the most 

of your time, resulting in a life worth living.
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ENVIRONMENT

UAE expands protected areas 
with five new sites in Sharjah

Sea turtle rehab programme 
forged in Abu Dhabi

Khalifa issues new law to protect Abu Dhabi desert 
PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh 

Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan has issued a 

new law to regulate grazing in Abu Dhabi 

and safeguard the emirate’s natural 

resources.

The Law No. 11 of 2020, which will be 

enforced by the Environment Agency - 

Abu Dhabi (EAD), stipulates that grazing 

areas must be two kilometres away from 

natural reserves and outside the borders 

of critical habitats.

Following necessary approvals, 

the agency will issue the executive 

regulations for the new law abolishing 

Law No. (13) 2005 and every ruling that 

is superseded by the provisions of this 

new law.

The new legislation aims to prevent 

overgrazing, protect the environment 

from desertification, and ensure no 

further loss of native wild plants.

It will also contribute to sustaining 

native wildlife, which are dependent on 

healthy desert habitats and plants.

Those wishing to manage grazing 

areas for camels and other livestock must 

apply for a permit from the authority.

To obtain a grazing permit, the 

 THE number 

of protected 

areas across 

the UAE has 

increased and 

now covers 

15.5 per cent of 

the emirates’ 

territory, 

according to the 

Ministry of Climate Change and Environment (MOCCAE).

MOCCAE said that the country’s total protected areas where flora 

and fauna thrive and propagate expanded from 44 in 2019 to 49 this 

year.

The five protected areas added this year are all located in 

Sharjah.

Currently, MOCCAE is working on the Smart Map of Natural 

Capital of the UAE that will be vital in decision-making on land 

use, investment, and business improvement, in order to strike the 

right balance between environmental protection and economic 

development.

The MOCCAE has also reported that the country has dispersed 

over six million acacia seeds and 250,000 ghaf seeds across large 

areas in 25 locations. 

A five-year 

turtle rehabilitation 

programme will be 

established through 

a collaboration 

between the 

Environment Agency  

- Abu Dhabi (EAD) 

and the National 

Aquarium.

The rehabilitation programme will begin once the National Aquarium 

opens in Al Qana, a unique waterfront destination in the Capital.

According to Dr Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri, EAD Secretary General, 

the conservation effort will focus on the critically endangered hawksbill 

turtle and the endangered green turtle.

“By collaborating with the National Aquarium, we will be able to 

rehabilitate various wildlife species before releasing them into their 

natural habitats while also expanding our scientific studies.”

Through this partnership, the National Aquarium will be instrumental 

in fortifying EAD’s satellite tagging programme, research studies and 

data collection. 

The National Aquarium will also provide veterinary support and 

in-house care to injured marine animals until they can be released into 

the wild.

Hawksbill turtle

applicant must be a UAE citizen, at least 

21-years-old, and has a valid certificate 

stating his ownership of the livestock 

from the concerned authorities.
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Thousands sign up to be part of COVID-19 vaccine trial in UAE

Active people with high BP at risk of cardiovascular disease
heterogeneity, allowing for robust 

research across multiple ethnicities.

whether the participants might develop 

cardiovascular problems 12 years later, by 

observing the thickness of their carotid 

artery lining as well as their left heart muscle. 

After evaluation, the experts found that the 

participants’ systolic and diastolic blood 

pressures put them at risk of hypertension.

Study author Dr Vanessa Xanthakis said 

that knowing if there were changes in 

blood pressure before and after exercise 

could prove to be vital for lowering risks of 

heart diseases. This is why, she added, it is 

important to keep track of blood pressure 

during workouts and report any irregular 

changes to the doctor. 

She said, “The way our blood pressure 

changes during and after exercise provides 

important information on whether we will 

develop disease in the future. This may 

help investigators evaluate whether this 

information can be used to better identify 

people who are at higher risk of developing 

hypertension and cardiovascular diseases, 

or dying later in life.”

HEALTH NEWS

PEOPLE who experience high blood 

pressure either before or after they exercise 

may be at risk of developing cardiovascular 

disease later in life, a US study revealed. 

In the Framingham Heart Study, published 

in the Journal of the American Heart 

Association, researchers explored the link 

between blood pressure in exercise for 

middle-aged people and developing heart-

related illnesses later in life. 

The researchers gathered 1,993 

participants with a mean age of 58 years, 

and observed their blood pressure after 

performing exercises marginally below 

maximum intensity. They looked into 

the volunteers’ systolic (pressure from 

the person’s heartbeat) and diastolic 

(pressure when the heart is between 

beats) blood pressures. 

Then, the researchers checked 

THOUSANDS of people have signed 

up to participate in the world’s first World 

Health Organisation (WHO)-enlisted 

global clinical Phase III trials of a COVID-19 

inactivated vaccine, which will be held in 

the UAE.

In the first 24 hours after the 

government announced that it has 

opened the registration for volunteers last 

July 17, more than 5,000 people in Abu 

Dhabi and Al Ain showed their interest to 

be part of the clinical trials.

HE Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al 

Hamed, Chairman of the Department of 

Health Abu Dhabi, was the first individual 

to be administered with the inactivated 

vaccine.

The department targets to sign up 

15,000 people for the trials that will 

last three to six months of efficacy 

monitoring.

Individuals aged between 18 and 60 

of any nationality are eligible to take 

part in the trials if considered suitable 

after a medical check-up. A special 

hotline 02 819 1111 has also been 

created for all 

volunteers 

signing up 

for the trials. 

Volunteers 

can also 

register at 

4humanity.ae.

The trials 

are the 

result of a 

partnership 

between 

Abu Dhabi-

based G42 

Healthcare 

and 

Sinopharm 

CNBG, one 

of the world’s 

largest 

vaccine 

manufacturer.

The UAE 

is the preferred choice to conduct the 

Phase III trials owing to its demographic 
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WHAT THE MONTH
HAS IN STORE

HOROSCOPE

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

“The creation of the world did not take place once and for all time, 

but takes place every day.” Aries playwright Samuel Beckett made 

that observation. Bear this in mind as you glide into an extra-creative 

phase of your astrological cycle. This is an open-ended encouragement to improvise and 

experiment. May it rouse you to brainstorm about novel possibilities.  

 

Taurus (April 20 – May 21)

Author Diane Ackerman tells us, “So often loneliness comes from being 

out of touch with parts of oneself.” That’s the kind of loneliness you may 

be susceptible to right now. You’re a bit out of touch with aspects of your 

psyche that are crucial for you to include in your total sense of self. Note that it won’t be useful to 

try to find those parts of you in other people; you will have to locate them in your own depths. 

Gemini (May 22 – June 20)

A Gemini letter sender sent a poignant email. “This note is a tender apology 

to those of you whom I’ve hurt in the process of hurting myself,” she began. 

“I want you to know that I have been working hard and with great success 

to eliminate my unconscious tendency to hurt emotions. And I am confident this means I will also 

treat you very well in the future.” Her action was brave and wise. Consider making a comparable 

adjustment in the weeks ahead.

Cancer (June 21 – July 22)

Born in 1936, Cancerian author June Jordan was a black feminist born to 

Jamaican immigrant parents. Despite the challenges she faced, she published 

28 books, won numerous awards, and wielded significant influence. How did 

she do it? She was a highly evolved Cancerian in the sense that she put a priority on treating herself 

well. Make her story your keynote for the rest of 2020. 

Leo (July 23 – August 22)

“How can I communicate to wild bunnies that I am their ally?” asked a Twitter 

blogger. That question is a good place to start. In the coming weeks, you’ll be 

wise to meditate on how to enhance your relationship with all kinds of wild 

things: animals, weather, landscapes, and your own thoughts. You will upgrade your intelligence and 

well-being by increasing your access to influences that don’t necessarily play by conventional rules 

and that draw their energy from primal sources. 

Virgo (August 23 – September 22)

Helen Traubel was best-known for her opera career, although she also sang 

in concerts and musical theater. But in her autobiography, she confessed, 

“Opera bored me.” Most of us have to do some things that we don’t enjoy. 

And since the coronavirus arrived in our midst, you may have been saddled with even more of 

this burden. But the coming weeks will be a favorable time to brainstorm about how you could do 

more of what you love to do.

Libra (September 23 – October 22)

Your word of power for the coming weeks is ubuntu, a Zulu term meaning, 

“I am because we are”, or “the belief in a universal bond of sharing that 

connects all humanity.” Nobel Prize-winning theologian Desmond Tutu writes, 

“A person with ubuntu is open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel threatened 

that others are able and good, for he or she has a proper self-assurance that comes from knowing 

that he or she belongs in a greater whole...” Libra, put ubuntu at the centre of everything you do. 

Scorpio (October 23 – November 21)

“The size of your dreams must always exceed your current capacity to achieve 

them,” says Scorpio-born Liberian politician Ellen Johnson Sirleaf. “If your 

dreams do not scare you, they are not big enough.” You’ve arrived at this 

realisation on your own in the past few weeks. And you have supercharged your dreams so that they do 

indeed surpass your current ability to accomplish them. If you have done it, move on to the next step: 

making definite plans to acquire the resources necessary to achieve your new, improved dreams.

Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21)

“The soul should always stand ajar,” wrote Sagittarian poet Emily Dickinson, 

“That if the heaven inquire, / He will not be obliged to wait, / Or shy of 

troubling her.” This will be a fertile meditation for you in the coming weeks. So 

what does it mean? By “heaven,” Dickinson meant marvelous revelations, and maybe also out-of-

the-blue opportunities, and breakthroughs. What do you think, Sagittarius? What can you do to make 

your soul ajar for phenomena like those? 

Capricorn (December 22 – January 19)

“Everything is complicated,” wrote poet Wallace Stevens. “If that were not so, 

life and poetry and everything else would be a bore.” Therefore, you should 

shed any resentment you might feel for the fact that our world is a tangle of 

mystifying and interesting stories. Drop any wish that life will stop being so fascinatingly intriguing. 

Instead, why not celebrate the deep riddles? Revel in the intriguing complexity? And give thanks for 

the paradoxical beauty? This should prepare you well for the next four weeks.

Aquarius (January 20 – February 18)

You’ll be extra sensitive to stimuli in the coming weeks. Every little event 

will touch you more intensely than usual. Every perception will flow into 

you with an unusually strong potential to move you and influence you. 

That’s why you should be vigilantly self-protective. Build a psychic shield around yourself. Make 

sure your boundaries are firm and clear. Affirm your unshakable commitment to deflecting 

vibes that aren’t of use to you and welcoming vibes that will enhance your well-being.

Pisces (February 19 – March 20)

Actress Gwyneth Paltrow founded a company that markets exotic, expensive 

health treatments. She claims that far-infrared gemstone therapy and crystal-

based sound-healing baths will dissolve your negativity. Just like her, you’ll 

take strong actions to improve your well-being in the coming weeks, Pisces, but you try cheaper, 

more reliable modalities than those Paltrow recommends. Like what? Ample sleep and good food, 

for starters, along with fun exercise, time in nature, enjoyable meditation sessions, and tender 

expressions of love. H
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MediumEasy

SOLUTIONS
FOR THE JULY ISSUE

www.alberichcrosswords.com

www.dailysudoku.com

easy medium

PUZZLES
ACROSS
1  Axes for woody tissue (5) 
4  Wise guy story during strike (5,4) 
9  Information is lacking (9) 
10  Drink for unfavourable weather? (5) 
11  22 dn Quality ingredients
 (4,4,3,3,1,5)  
12  Vaccine for hospitals (6) 
14  Going hungry (8) 
17  Translations approved (8) 
19  Going through the wardrobe (6) 
22  Travelling bag (11,4) 
24  Complaints (5) 
25  Slow scoring (9)
26  Naivety (9) 
27  Stage designer antics (5) 

DOWN
1  Book for couples (9) 
2  Stone’s new record (5) 
3  Pottery in the city (7) 
4  Observing seizures (3,3) 
5  A new collection (8) 
6  Cat preys on birds (7) 
7  Empty container (9) 
8  Shrewd woman (5) 
13  Stand up and believe (5,4) 
15  Dignitary’s dedication (9) 
16  Fruit benefits (2-6) 
18  Swindler’s bane (7) 
20  Articles on philosophy (7) 
21  Inert metal (6) 
22  See 11 
23  Being moderate (5) 

PUZZLES
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WAVEMAKER 
PARTNERS WITH 
CLIENTS TO DRIVE 
GROWTH.

DIGITAL STRATEGY 
& PLANNING

1.
PERFORMANCE
CAMPAIGNS

3.
SEARCH ENGINE 
OPTIMIZATION

2.

CONTENT 
STRATEGY 
& PLANNING

5.4.
COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT 
& INFLUENCER 
MARKETING

SEARCH 
CAMPAIGNS

6.

7. 

OFFLINE MEDIA 
PLANNING
& BUYING

CREATIVE 
SERVICES

8.

TO ENGAGE WITH ANY OF THE SERVICES ABOVE, REACH OUT TO US
DUBAI@WAVEMAKERGLOBAL.COM   |  +971 4 4507300 

WE ARE A FULL SERVICE MEDIA AGENCY 
WITH SERVICES ACROSS MEDIA, 
CONTENT & TECHNOLOGY
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